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The following information is submitted in response to the FDA order for submission of safety
and effectiveness information for certain class III medical devices [Docket No. FDA-2009-MOlOlj, and specifically in this instance the electroconvulsive therapy (ECT) device .
1. Identification.
Electroconvulsive therapy (ECT), previously known as "shock therapy" or "electroshock
therapy" is the oldest of the presently used biological treatments in psychiatry, having been
first introduced into U.S. psychiatric practice almost 70 years ago. It is administered via an
electroconvulsive therapy device that delivers a controlled dose of electricity to the head of an
anesthetized and fully oxygenated patient to induce a generalized discharge of brain neurons
lasting about a minute. This "seizure" or "convulsion" is similar to an epileptic seizure
except that the muscle contractions are reduced or eliminated by muscle-relaxing
medications, the risks of hypozia and hypercarbia are eliminated by supported respiration,
and the occurrence and duration of the seizure are medically controlled
During the early years of ECT before anesthesia and muscle-relaxants were introduced,
dislocations, fractures, and dental injury sometimes occurred, and the experience of
receiving the treatment without anesthesia caused some patients to become fearful of it.
Since the introduction of modern anesthesia techniques for ECT in the late 1950s the
procedure is much like any other carried out under brief anesthesia . In fact, most patients
queried in one carefully done study said they preferred having ECT to a visit to the dentist
(Freeman and Kendell,1980).
The first ECT devices introduced in the U.S. in the 1940s delivered a sine-wave stimulus
based on the alternating current found at wall outlets. Beginning in the late 1960s the more
efficient brief pulse square wave stimulus began to replace the sine wave stimulus because it
produced the same therapeutic effect with an improved safety profile, particularly with
regard to memory and cognitive functioning.
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Somatics' Thymatron ECT device is intended to be used in the ECT procedure by a
physician to treat patients suffering from severe major depressive disorder. The
Thymatron device is a free-standing, table-top medical electronic device. It includes
transformers, electronic displays, a printer, and modular circuit boards with
microprocessors, memory chips, optical isolators and other electronic components, in a
case. On powering up it automatically performs tests of its own integrity. It delivers a brief
pulse square wave stimulus of 0.9A constant current, of maximum charge 504 mC (99.4
Joules at 220 ohms impedance) and minimum charge 5.0 mC. The Thymatron device prints
the patient's electroencephalogram (EEG), electrocardiogram (ECG), pulse rate, and
electromyogram (EMG, for muscle movements) during treatment on a paper strip chart
that emerges from the front panel of the device.
Current:

0.9 A constant, isolated from line current

Frequency:

10 to 70 Hz in 10 Hz increments (to 140 Hz for 0.25 ms pulse)

Pulsewidth:

0.25 to 1.5 ms in 0.25 ms increments

Duration :

0.14 to 8.0 s in increments of equal charge

Maximum :

504 mC (99.4 J @ 220 ohm)

The exceptionally careful and detailed meta-analysis of the efficacy and safety of ECT in
depressive disorders performed by The UK ECT Group (2003) provides an excellent general
overview and introduction to the present submission. A meta-analysis combines the results
of multiple scientifically-valid studies on a subject into a single study, using a widely-accepted
statistical technique. In this way it is often possible to detect effects that are hard or
impossible to discern in the original studies because of too small a sample size .
The conclusions of the UK ECT Group were that real ECT was significantly more effective
than simulated ECT; ECT was significantly more effective than pharmacotherapy; overall
mortality was lower in patients who received ECT than those who did not; and previous
ECT or total lifetime ECTs were not associated with structural brain changes.
Each of these points, as well as other related points, will be further considered below in an
analysis of individual scientifically-valid studies.
2. Risks to Health
As for all medical treatments, the decision to administer ECT is reached through a riskbenefit analysis in which the risks of treatment are balanced against the risks of alternate
treatments or of no treatment at all.
The typical patient referred for ECT in the present era is a geriatric person with
melancholia-an individual in his 60s or 70s who suffers from major depressive disorder
with melancholic features (e.g., anorexia, weight loss, insomnia, motor agitation or
retardation, ruminations of hopelessness, guilt or worthlessness, and serious suicidal

tendencies). One or more medical problems (e.g., hypertension, cardiac arrhythmia) are
usually present in such patients, together with the inanition and dehydration that
accompany melancholic depression in this age group.
Offering no treatment at all is not a viable option in such patients . Most have already failed
2 or more courses of antidepressant drugs, often administered together with an
antipsychotic agent if agitation or ruminations of guilt, worthlessness, or hopelessness are
prominent. In view of recent FDA black box warnings about using antipsychotic drugs in
patients of this age range and the cardiovascular risks of these drugs, this alternative
treatment has become relatively undesirable. These melancholic patients have been
admitted to hospital as a last resort because of inability to function at home, often
compounded by weight loss and the adverse anticho6nergic symptoms caused by the
antidepressant and antipsychotic medications they have been taking, including
dehydration, confusion and agitation . Inanition, dehydration, confusion, agitation, or
suicidal behavior urgently require mitigation . Further treatment with different
antidepressant or antipsychotic drugs does not reliably provide this mitigation and the
resultant lack of relief most often leads to a worsening of the patient's condition .
Because the risks of ECT as outlined below are few and minimal compared with existing
drug therapies or no therapy at all, ECT will often be prescribed as the conservative
treatment of choice for the geriatric melancholic patient.
i) The Thymatron ECT Device
Somatics'safety experience with the Thymatron ECT device
Since September 27,1984, when FDA cleared the Somatics Thymatron ECT device for
marketing, more than (b) (4) Thymatron devices have been sold worldwide. During that
time Somatics has maintained complete safety files on the Thymatron device, including
those required by the FDA's Good Manufacturing Practice regulation, the Canadian
Standards Association, the German TuV testing agency, and KEMA Registered Quality.
The latter three agencies regularly make on-site inspection visits to review manufacturing
practices, documentation, and established quality control procedures for compliance with
applicable published standards. In the ensuing 25 years there has been no occurrence of a
reported adverse event (death or serious injury) related to the use of a Thymatron ECT
device, no reported occurrence of catastrophic ECT component failure, and no product
recall issued .
A review of FDA's Manufacturer and User Facility Device Experience (MAUDE) database
(www .accessdata.fda.gov/scripts/cdrh/cfdocs/cfMAUDE/search .CFM) from 1983 to the
present reveals 20 non-duplicated events that were filed. These comprise 12 reported
problems with stimulus electrodes, 2 problems involving operation of the Thymatron ECT
device, and 6 of alleged death or permanent disability.
Stimulus electrode problems : Eleven of the 12 reported stimulus electrode events
involved Somatics' single-use, adherent Thymapads, designed as an integral part of the
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Thymatron System IV. To put these 11 events in perspective, they represent(b) (4)
(b) (4)
superficial
(1st
or
2d
degree)
skin
burns
under
Thymapads sold . Most involved
the electrode application site, sometimes associated with an electrical flash or arc, and
occasionally with a burning smell or smoke . In one instance, too-vigorous removal of the
Thymapad caused the skin to bleed. In another instance, single-use Thymapads were being
re-used multiple times in the same patient. In each instance where the end-user had
retained the Thymapad in question it was returned to the original equipment manufacturer
for examination; no manufacturing faults were found. Telephone interviews conducted by
Somatics with the end-user or his representative invariably revealed one or another lapse
of technique or failure to precisely follow Somatics' printed instructions for use
accompanying each box of Thymapads. Where indicated, these instructions were revised
to improve clarity.
One of the reported stimulus electrode events involved metal disk electrodes ; the individual
filing the report unequivocally stated "MD did not apply enough gel" .
Thymatron ECT device problems: No injuries or deaths were stated in the reports
concerning operation of the Thymatron ECT device .
One of the 2 reports alleged that the device delivered a stimulus on power-up, without the
doctor pressing the treatment button. No injury occurred . The complaint offered a
convoluted explanation involving the claim that the treatment button might have stuck in
the ON position because it had been installed upside down . The device in question was
examined and put through a complete test cycle by the original equipment manufacturer
(OEM), Elektrika, and found to be operating normally. It had a properly-functioning
treatment switch that had been correctly installed. The OEM noted that it was impossible
for the device to deliver a stimulus on power-up even if the treatment button was
deliberately pressed and held down before and throughout power-up . The device was
returned without modification to the end-user, who reported no further problems . The best
explanation is that the shock had nothing to do with the Thymatron device but was static
electricity.
The second report alleged that the device continued to generate current after the physician
stopped the treatment because a nurse received a shock when trying to remove the
treatment electrodes after the treatment had ended. No injury occurred . The unit was sent
to the OEM for examination and found to be operating properly and without fault. The
hospital Biomed Manager met with the nurse in question and determined that the nurse
had experienced a static electricity shock, and that the report should not have been filed.
Reports of death and permanent disability : The 6 reports alleging death or permanent
disability share the following characteristics:
a) They contain similar wording of an idiosyncratic nature not used by ECT
doctors or nurses. Four of the 6 reports contain the phrase "psychiatric
electroshock", a term appearing only once in the entire medical literature and
not in any of the other MAUDE reports summarized above. However, this

phrase is commonly found on anti-ECT websites (e.g., www.endofshock.com,
www.wittenbergces.com). Moreover, 5 of the 14 MAUDE reports concerning the
only other U.S.-made ECT device (Mecta) contain claims of permanent disability
that include the phrase "psychiatric electroshock"; some also contain additional
phrasing identical to that in some of the Thymatron reports.
b) None of the reports was filed by a physician or hospital employee involved in
giving ECT.
c) None of the claims of death or permanent disability were confirmed by the
hospital from which the report was filed.
For these reasons these reports appear to be spurious.
Risk reduction with the Thymatron ECTDevice
a) Risk of prolonged seizures and cardiac arrhythmias
The two most frequent complications during an ECT treatment session are excessively long
seizures and irregular heart rhythms (Nuttall et al, 2004), both of which can be detected by
routine monitoring during the treatment. A brain-wave monitor (electroencephalogram,
EEG) enhances the safety of ECT by allowing the treating doctor to detect a prolonged
seizure as it occurs so that it can be terminated with intravenous medication. Likewise, a
heart monitor (electrocardiogram, ECG) allows the treating doctor to detect irregular
heartbeat patterns as they occur so that they can be managed with intravenous medication .
The Somatics Thymatron device includes integral EEG and ECG monitors that start
recording automatically as soon as the ECT stimulus is delivered and continue until they
are turned off by the doctor.
In addition to the paper EEG record the Somatics Thymatron device has an auditory EEG
monitor that allows the user to tell without looking at the patient or the paper EEG
whether or not the seizure has stopped. In a study of 82 consecutive ECTs the auditory
EEG of the Thymatron device allowed the investigators to determine the occurrence and
the duration of the induced EEG seizure with a high degree of accuracy when tested
against the paper EEG standard (Swartz and Abrams,1986).
b) Risk of excessive dose due to component failure
In the extremely rare event of catastrophic failure of an ECT device component there exists
the remote possibility for an ECT device to deliver an electrical stimulus dose substantially in
excess of that set by the operator, potentially causing excessive memory disturbance. To
prevent such an occurrence the Somatics Thymatron device includes an independent
separate redundant safety circuit that automatically measures the electrical charge at the
output terminals each time the stimulus button is pressed and prevents delivery of any
stimulus charge that exceeds by more than 5% that set by the operator .
To test the integrity of the electrical connection to the patient, the Somatics Thymatron
device includes a static impedance test initiated by a button press. The test current is too

small to be felt by a fully awake person. This test helps assure good electrode contact and
thereby prevent excessive heat release onto the skin.
Published risk assessments ofthe Thymatron ECT device
a) Risk of hippocampal damage
Ende et al (2000) used proton magnetic resonance spectroscopic imaging to study hippocampal effects of the
Thymatron ECT device as reflected in N-acetylaspartate signals. In 17 padents receiving either unilateral or
bilateral ECT (all of whom improved with treatment), no differences were foundfrom 30 control subjects in
hippocampal N-acelylaspartate signals, and thus providing no evidencefor ECT-induced hippocampal atrophy or
cell death.

b) Risks to everyday memory and semantic memory
The most commonly investigated potential risk of ECT concerns its possible impact on
memory and cognitive functioning. Research on this risk with respect to ECT devices in
general is reviewed in Section 2.ii. below. The following study reviews this risk specifically
with respect to the Thymatron ECT device .
Schat et al (2007) used a Thvmatron ECT device to treat 83 DSM-IV medicationfree patients with unipolar
depression who had been evaluated at baseline on tests of behavioral (everyday) memory and semantic memory
(wordfluency). One year after a course of bilateral or unilateral ECTneither everyday memory scores nor
semantic memory scores were reducedfrom baseline-in fact, bilateral ECT was associated with significantly
improved semantic (but not everyday) memory scores.

It should be noted that the risk of adverse memory effects is controlled through a variety of
mechanisms . It is standard clinical practice that the physician administering ECT assess
the patient's mental status, including memory and cognitive functioning, before the start of
the first ECT treatment and each day while the patient is undergoing treatment. If a
significant adverse change in cognitive functioning is observed, the physician has several
choices available to ameliorate or reduce this change, including reducing the number of
treatments per week, temporarily interrupting treatment for a number of days, reducing
the stimulus dose, changing the treatment electrode placement or stimulus parameter
settings, changing anesthetic medications or doses, changing concurrent medications, and
decreasing the total number of ECT treatments given.
ii) The generic ECT device
Risk of Death or Serious Injury
ECT is a safe treatment. The most recent hospital-based statistics are from the Mayo
Clinic (Nuttall et al, 2004). This report described no permanent injuries and no deaths in
17,394 consecutively administered ECTs to 2,279 patients over a 14-year period .
The most recent state-based statistics are from Texas for the 5 years ending 1998 (Shiwach,
Reid, and Carmody, 2001). These statistics show two deaths per 49,048 treatments. A
report from California (Kramer, 1999) for the decade ending 1994, noted three deaths per

160,847 treatments. Both figures reflect the fact that receiving ECT is substantially safer
than giving birth, as reflected in the most recently reported U.S. statistic of 12.1 deaths per
100,000 live births for the year 2003 (Hoyert, 2007).
Risk to the Brain
Because the brain is the intended recipient of the electrical stimulus of ECT it is necessary
to consider whether ECT might conceivably cause brain injury, either directly via the
electrical stimulus itself, or indirectly, via the induced seizure.
Direct brain injury from ECT could only occur through temperature elevation from heat
liberated by the electrical stimulation or from cerebral anoxia occurring during the
induced seizure. During the passage of the electrical stimulus for ECT the high
impedance of the skull relative to the skin and subcutaneous tissues causes most of
the stimulus current to be shunted through the scalp (Weaver, Williams and Rush,
1976). Considering the worst-case (i.e., smallest volume) calculation that regards the
heat generated in the brain to be evenly distributed through a cylinder of end area
20 cm2 (the standard stimulus electrode surface area in use in the U.S.) and length of
13 cm (the typical trans-cranial distance between bitemporal stimulus electrodes),
the maximum FDA-allowed output of modern brief-pulse ECT devices (100 Joules at
220 ohms impedance) would elevate deep tissue temperature by less than 0.092°C
(Swartz, 1989).
Moreover, the actual brain temperature increase from an ECT stimulus is only a
fraction of 0.0920C because the tissue volume through which the stimulus current
passes is greatly increased by dispersion of the voltage along the scalp, and the
stimulus charge greatly reduced by the aforementioned shunting through the scalp .
And, because ECT has for more than 50 years been administered concurrent with full
oxygenation of the patient to consistently yield a partial oxygen pressure of at least 100
mm Hg (Posner, Plum and Van Poznak,1969), cerebral anoxia is eliminated as a possible
cause of brain injury during ECT.
Risk of brain cell injury
When brain cells are injured there are detectable increases in blood levels of a variety of
proteins and protein enzymes; these can be measured before and after ECT in an attempt
to determine whether ECT causes such damage.
Giltay et al (2008) measured serum levels of C-reactive protein (CRP) and several intracellular enqmes,
including alkaline phosphatase (ALP), lactate dehydrogenase (LDH), alanine aminotransferase (ALT), aspartate
aminotransferase (AST), and creatine kinase (CK), before and S min, 30 min, 4 h, 1 day, 2 days, and 3 days after
ECTin 15 consecutive padents. All concentrations remained within the normal range in every patient, exceptfor
five samples with elevated CK levels. However, because CK-MB and CK-BB fractions remained low in those
samples, skeletal muscle was the presumed source of the CK elevation. These data provide no support for the
possibility that ECT causes either direct brain cell leakage or a brain inflammatory response

Zachrisson et al (2000) determined the concentrations in the cerebrospinalfluid (CSF) of three established
markers of neuronaUglial degeneration: tau protein (tau), neurofdament (NFL), and S-100 beta protein, in 9
depressed patients who received therapeutic courses ofECT. Also measured was the CSF/serum albumin ratio, a
reflection ofpotential blood brain barrier (BBB) dysfunction. Neither levels of CSF-tau, CSF-NFL and CSF-S100 beta protein, nor the CSF/S albumin ratio, were significantly changed by ECT, providing no biochemical
evidence of neuronal/glial damage or BBB dysfunction following a therapeutic course of ECT.
Berrouschot et al (1997) measured serum neuron-specific enolase (NSE), a sensitive marker ofneuronal
damage, in 7 patients with major depressive disorder who were treated with ECTfor thefirst time ECT was
administered every 2 days, three times a week under standard conditions and blood samples were drawn at the
following times. For thefirst ECT: 15 and 1 min before ECT, and 1, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 45, 60, 75, 90, 105, 120
min, and 8, 12, 24 h after ECT. For all subsequent ECTs: 1 min before and 4 h after every ECT. After an
average of IO ECTs perpatient, there was no difference in serum NSE levels before and at all times following the
first ECT, nor were any differences found in serum NSE levels before and after each subsequent ECT, indicating
that ECTdoes not cause neuronal damage
Myelin basic protein is an antigen that constitutes 30% of the myelin sheath, and its immunoreactivity in serum
and cerebrospinalfluld correlates with the degree ofcentral nervous system damage that occurs with stroke and
cerebral trauma. Hoyle, Pratt, and Thomas (1984) found no difference in serially sampled serum myelin basic
protein immunoreactivity between a sample of 13 patients undergoing ECT and a sample of 14 normal controls,
nor was any pre- to post-ECT increase in mean reactivity observed in the patient sample.

Risk of brain structural damage
Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) provides a clear opportunity for non-invasive highresolution viewing of brain structure in patients receiving ECT.
Coffey et al (1991) blindly-analyzed serial MRls obtained before and after treatment and at 6-monthfollow-up in
35 depressed patients receiving courses of brief-pulse bilateral ECT. No acute or delayed change in brain
structure were found, as measured by alterations of the total volumes of the lateral ventricles, the third ventricle,
thefrontal lobes, the teneporal lobes, or the amygdala-hippocampal complex In five subjects, pairwise global
comparisons revealed an apparent increase in subcortical hyperintensity, which the authors interpreted as most
likely reflecting progression of ongoing cerebrovascular disease duringfollow-up.

Risk ofcreating an epilepticfocus in the brain
It has been suggested on hypothetical grounds that the repeated seizure inductions of ECT
might create ("kindle") a permanent epileptic focus in the brain of some patients receiving
this treatment. Ethical considerations prohibit the study of human brain kindling, so the
relevant data must come from animal studies.
Kragh et al (1993) implanted electrodes in the amygdalae of 32 rats that were then randomly allocated to receive
12 weekly genuine or sham electroconvulsive shocks (ECS). Three months after the last ECS, kindling was
initiated artifflcially in all the rats by daily stimulation via the bnplanted electrodes: rats pretreated with genuine
ECS did not kindlefaster than sham ECS-treated rats-in fact, rather than a facil#ated development of kindling
following ECS, a statistically significant inhibition of kindling was found in the genuine ECS group.
Post et al (1984) demonstrated a marked protective effect against kindling lasting up to S days after a 7-day
course of once-daily ECS in rats. Moreover, when ECS was administered before the stimulation given to induce
kindling, this phenomenon was completely blocked

Considering the potent antikindling properties of ECS in rodents, it is highly unlikely that
ECT causes kindling in man.

Risk ofpersistent or permanent memory loss
All forms of ECT are capable of causing immediate adverse effects on memory shortly
after each individual treatment and after a course of treatments, and some of the clinical
approaches to ameliorating such adverse effects are outline in the last paragraph of section
2.i above. The question is whether any of these short-term memory effects are detectable as
long as 6 months after the final treatment, which is the generally-accepted interval for
classifying such memory changes as "persistent" rather than "temporary" .
Memory (amnestic) effects of ECT consist of two main types : anterograde, for events
occurring after a treatment or course of treatments, and retrograde, for events occurring
just before the first treatment, or for personal (autobiographical) and public events
occurring during the weeks, months, or years before the first treatment. The studies
reviewed below are limited to the stimulus wave-form of ECT now exclusively used in
virtually all U.S. hospitals-the brief pulse, square-wave stimulus. Further, it should be
noted that this review only considers the effects of bilateral (i.e., bitemporal or bifrontotemporal) treatment electrode placement, the method that invariably produces the more
pronounced immediate anterograde and retrograde memory effects in every published
comparison. If persistent amnesic effects are not detectable after bilateral ECT, they will
not be detectable after any other form of ECT either .
Lisanby et al (2000) randomly assigned SS patients with major depressive disorder to low- or high-dose right
unilateral or bilateral ECT and tested them at baseline on memory batteries containing both autobiographical
and public events. Two months after ECTthese investigators did notfind statistically significant (p< 05)
worsening of either autobiographical or public event memory for eitherform of ECT at either dosage IeveL
Calev, Nigal, and Shapira (1991) administered a comprehensive test battery ofmemory and other cognitive
functions to 27 medicationfree patients with major depression before and shortly after a mean course of 9
bilateral, brief-pulse ECTs administered according to a dosage titration procedure They reexamined 14 patients
1 month and 6 months after the conclusion of the treatment course. Anterograde memory was significantly
impaired immediately following the course ofECT, but at 1 month follow-up, performance had improved to preECTlevels and exceeded them at the 6 month follow-up.
Calev, Nigal, and Shapira (1991) also included retrograde memory testsfor autobiographical and public events
using a test battery that covered the period of several years prior to ECT. Although significant impairment for
autobiographical(but not public) events was recorded immediately following a course ofECT, this impairment
had disappeared 1 month later, followed by knprovement over baseline shown at the 6 month test intervaL
Sackeim et al (1986, 1987b) employed a variety of recall and recognition testsfor words, shapes, andfaces that
had to be learned 15 minutes prior to brief-pulse, just-above-threshold unilateral or bitemporal ECT. Patients
were retested immediately after orientation had returned, at which time no retrograde amnesic effects were
detected and Improvement over baseline was recorded on one of the retrograde memory tasks. Of course, if
retrograde amnesia was not detected immediately after ECT, it could not persist afterwards. This fact was
confirmed by Sackeim et al (1993) in a follow-up study in which autobiographical memory assessments prior to

ECTshowed no decrements 2 months after a course of either just-above-threshold or 2.5 times threshold
bitemporal ECT.

Thus, follow-up studies up to 6 months after a course of bilateral brief-pulse square-wave
ECT find no evidence for persistent anterograde or retrograde amnesia.
3. Recommendation .
Somatics believes the ECT device should be reclassified into class II because special
controls, in addition to general controls, will provide reasonable assurance of safety and
effectiveness. There presently exists sufficient information to recommend the following
specifications based on almost 70 years' safe and effective use of ECT devices in the U.S.
briefpulse, square wave stimulus
All published studies report the brief pulse, square wave stimulus to be more efficient at
seizure induction than the sine wave stimulus, achieving the same therapeutic effect with
significantly less memory and cognitive disturbance. Typical parameter settings are in the
ranges of pulsewidth 0 to 1.5 ms, frequency 0 to 140 Hz, and total stimulus duration 0 to 8
sec.
constant current stimulus output
A constant current ensures delivery of a specified charge (in millicoulombs, mC) at each
stimulation, whereas with constant voltage the charge delivered varies with the skin
impedance of the patient, which can change from day to day.
maximum energy dose l00J @ 220 ohm impedance
This is the present electrical energy dosage limitation of U.S: made ECT devices, based on
recommendations made to FDA in 1982 by the American Psychiatric Association in its
failed Petition to Reclassify ECT Devices to Class II. However, it should be considered that
several U.S.-based ECT investigators (Sackeim,1991; Krystal, Dean, and Weiner, 2000;
Abrams, 2001) have recommended a higher maximum electrical dose in order to be able to
treat the large and increasing number of older patients with major depression, who have
much higher than average seizure thresholds . Moreover, other English speaking countries
(e.g., U.K ., Australia) have allowed ECT devices to be marketed with double the output of
U.S . devices: 200J @ 220 ohms impedance. In fact, the U.K. has made that particular
higher maximum dose mandatory for all ECT devices sold there.
pretreatment stimulus electrode impedance test
A test of impedance of the electrode-to-skin interface employing a current too small to be felt
by a fully awake person helps assure good contact and prevent skin burns. Typical clinical
measures routinely used to lower skin impedance and thus also reduce the risk of skin burn
include increasing pressure on the stimulus electrode(s), cleaning the skin and applying a
conductive gel or solution, repositioning the electrode(s), and gently abrading the skin under
the electrode(s) as with an emery board.
treatment electrode surface area no less than 20 cm2

In order to prevent excessive heat liberation at the electrode-to-skin interface and possible
resultant skin burns, the temperature at the electrode-to-skin interface should not exceed 50
deg. C. This constraint is reliably achieved if the stimulus electrode surface area is no smaller
than 20 cm 2, and an acceptably low pretreatment impedance result is obtained from testing
as noted in the preceding paragraph.
independent dosage output monitoring and controlling circuit
As described in 2i(b) above, this circuit repeatedly tests the dose at the output terminals
and aborts stimulus delivery if the output exceeds the user-set dose by more than 5%.
two channel EEG monitor
Being able to assess for continuing cerebral seizure is important for preventing the memory
and cognitive risks of prolonged seizures. Because paroxysmal seizure activity can persist
in the brain after all visible muscle movements have ceased, the EEG is necessary for
monitoring for continuing seizure activity and for assessing the efficacy of any intravenous
anticonvulsant medications administered to terminate a prolonged seizure. Moreover,
because a generalized brain seizure involving both hemispheres is considered necessary for
the full therapeutic effect of ECT, two channels of EEG monitoring are needed to ensure
that the induced seizure is not limited to one hemisphere .
stimulus charge display
To avoid delivery of a stimulus charge different from the one intended, the stimulus charge
selected by the user should be on display when stimulus delivery is initiated.
labeling
WARNING: HAZARDOUS ELECTRICAL OUTPUT, READ USER'S MANUAL
BEFORE OPERATING . FOR USE ONLY BY A LICENSED PHYSICIAN PRIVILEGED
TO ADMINISTER ECT. A COPY OF THE USER'S MANUAL SHOULD BE
IMMEDIATELY AVAILABLE WHEN THIS DEVICE IS IN USE.
INFORMED CONSENT: It is incumbent on the treating physician to obtain the patient's
written informed consent for ECT in full compliance with the laws of the state in which
treatment is to be administered . Such informed consent routinely requires language
suitable for patients to understand, assurance that the patient is capable of understanding
the information about treatment, and a full and free explanation by the treating physician
or his agent of the potential risks and benefits to be expected from ECT, the availability
and risks of alternate treatments for the condition, and the risks of receiving no treatment
at all. Patients receive a copy of the signed consent document and are advised that they
may withdraw their consent at any time, verbally or in writing.
In addition to the explanations presented by the physician or his agent, the informed
consent process is often augmented by educational materials. This includes presenting the
patient with a printed information pamphlet on ECT and offering him and interested
family the opportunity to view an informational video presentation about ECT.

4. Summarv of Reasons for Recommendation.
The Somatics Thymatron ECT device has already been in functional class II during its
entire lifetime of 25 years, during which its safety and effectiveness have been
demonstrated as outlined above and in paragraph 5 below.
For the last 20 years the Thymatron device was certified by the German testing agency
TnV to IEC 60601 .2.14, the internationally-accepted mandatory performance standard for
the ECT device. That particular performance standard was withdrawn several years ago;
following is a list of all FDA-recognized standards as published on
www.fda.p-ov/MedicalDevices/DeviceRegulationandGuidance/Standards/default.htm that
the Thymatron meets (the first line of each entry is the recognition number of the standard,
followed by its category, title, description, reference number, effective date, and issuing
organization):
5-4
General
Medical Electrical Equipment - Part 1: General Requirements for Safety, 1988; Amendment l, 1991-11,
Amendment 2, 1995
60601-1
10/31/2005
IEC
5-32
General
Graphical Symbols for Use in the Labeling of Medical Devices
EN 980:1996+A1 :1999+A2 :2001 05/21/2007
CEN
5-35
General
Medical Electrical Equipment - Part 1-2: General Requirements for Safety - Collateral standard :
Electromagnetic Compatibility - Requirements and Tests (Edition 2:2001 with Amendment 1:2004)
(AAMI/ANSI/IEC 60601-1-2:2001 with Amendment 1 :2004
60601-1-2
09/09/2008
AAMI ANSI IEC
5-40
General
Medical devices - Application of risk management to medical devices
14971:2007
09/12/2007
ISO
5-44
General
Medical electrical equipment - Part 1-8: General requirements for basic safety and essential performance Collateral Standard : General requirements, tests, and guidance for alarm systems in medical electrical
equipment and medical electrical systems, sec

60601-1-8:2006

09/09/2008

IEC

3-30
Card
Medical electrical equipment, Part 2: Particular requirements for the safety of electrocardiographs
IEC
6tK01-2-25 Amendment 1 (1999) 07/25/2000
3-61
Card
Medical electrical equipment -- Part 2-27 : Particular requirements for the safety, including essential
performance, of electrocardiographic monitoring equipment
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60601-2-27: (2005-08) 09/09/2008

IEC

Since 1998 the Somatics Thymatron ECT device been subject to the special controls of
post-market surveillance and vigilance as monitored and certified by KEMA Registered
Quality, to the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) 9002 consensus
standard. KEMA has included in its survey all Thymatron devices sold in the U.S., and
FDA has historically incorporated international ISO consensus standards into special
controls guidance documents for the purpose of reclassifying certain class III devices (e.g.,
the kneejoint patellofemorotibial prosthesis) to class II (Federal Register, 2003). KEMA is
also one of the organizations accredited by FDA to conduct inspections of class II and class
III manufacturing establishments.
5. Summarv of valid scientific evidence on which the recommendation is based.
Efficacy of the Thymatron ECTDevice
Scientifically-valid investigations across 4 countries in well over 600 patients found patients
with major depression who were treated with a Thymatron ECT device enjoyed
substantial, objectively-measured improvement in the relatively narrow range of 67% to
95%.
Williams et al (2008) used a Thymatron ECT device to administer 1.5 times threshold bitemporal ECT to 515
patients with DSM-IV unipolar major depression, obtaining a 68% reduction in Hamilton Depression scale
scores at the end of their course of treatment.
Ranjkesh, Barekatain, and Akuchakian (2005) randomly assigned 39 DSH-IVpatients with major depression to
receive courses of 8 bifrontal, bitemporal, or right unilateral ECT administered with a Thvmatron ECT device.
Blindly-obtained Hamilton Depression scale ratings at baseline and after the 8th ECT revealed 73 % improvement
for the entire sample, with no significant dfference among the treatment groups.
Kho et al (2004) conducted a retrospective chart review study of the response of S7patients with DSH-IV
unipolar major depression to treatment with a Thvmatron ECT device using age-based dosing. Hamilton
Depression Scale scores obtained before and after a mean course of 7.2 ECTs showed 70.4 % improvement, with

a 6796 remission rate achieved across the entire samph

Heikman et al (2002) used a Thymatron ECT device to treat 24 DSM-IVpatients with major depression who were
randomly assigned to high-dose right unilateral ECT, moderate-dose right unilateral ECT, or low-dose bifrontat
ECT. Blindly-obtained Hamilton Depression scale scores at baseline and after the ECT course showed an

overall 66% improvement, with the best improvement (73 16) recordedfor the high-dose right unilateral group.

In the multi-hospital NIHfunded CORE study Petrides et al (2001) used Thymatron ECT devices to treat 253
patients with unipolar major depression with bilateral ECTat 50% above threshold The overall remission rate
for the sample as determined by blindly-obtained Hamilton Depression Scale ratings was 87%, with patients with
psychotic depression enjoying a remarkable 95% remission rate, compared w&h 83 %for patients with nonpsychotic depression.
Abrams, Swartz, and Vedak (1991) conducted a random-assignment, double-blind, controlled comparison of the
antidepressant potencies offixed-high-dose (378 mC) right and left unilateral ECT using a Thvmatron ECT
device in 30 patients who satisfied criteria for major depression with melancholia, of whom 19 received rightsided and 11, left-sided, ECT. Depression ratings were blindly obtained at baseline and immedlatelyfollowing the
3rd and 6th ECTs. Patients receiving left unilateral ECT showed an 85% improvement after 6 treatments,
compared with only 70 %for right unilateral ECT; left unilateral ECTworkedfaster later in the course
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Efficacy ofECT in general
Data from scientifically valid studies using the form of ECT (bitemporal) generally
associated with the highest response rates demonstrate it to be a highly effective treatment
for depression. The following table shows the results for bitemporal ECT only of the 6 large
studies published in the modern era using structured diagnostic evaluation, systematic blind
outcome assessment on a reliable observer-administered depression rating scale, and briefpulse, square wave stimuli with specified dosage. The response rates achieved vary in a
narrow range from 70% to 87.8% with a mean of 83 .7% and demonstrate the reliably high
efficacy of ECT in the treatment of depression .
RESPONSE RATES WITH BITEMPORAL ELECTROCONVULSIVE THERAPY
Study

Sample size

No. of responders

Response rate (%)

Kellner et al ., 2006

394

346

87.8

McCall et al ., 2002
Abrams et a1.,1991
Sackeim et al., 1987a
Sackeim et a1.,1993
Sackeim et al., 2000
Total

37
18
27
50
50
546

27
14
19
35
16
457

73
77.8

70.4
70
80
83.7

Since none of the studies included a sham- or drug-treated control group, however, the
question arises whether this apparent efficacy might be merely a placebo effect.
To clarify this point it is necessary to review several types of studies: Genuine vs . sham
ECT in depression; ECT versus other FDA-approved treatments for depression
(antidepressant drugs and transcranial magnetic stimulation) ; and comparisons of
different forms of ECT in depression
1. Genuine vs. Sham ECT in Depression
The following sham ECT studies all satisfy strict methodological requirements, including
random assignment to treatment groups and double-blind, objective, outcome assessments.
Freeman, Basson, and Crighton (1978) treated 10 patients with primary depression with either 2 genuine
(bilateral, partial sine-wave) or 2 simulated ECTs during theirfirst week of treatment, after which all patients
received genuine bitemporal ECTfor the remainder of the course. Mean scores on the Hamilton . the
Wakefield, and the Visual Analogue depression scales after the first 2 treatments were significantly
lower after genuine than after sham ECT, and patients in the sham ECT group ultimately received
significantly more treatments prescribed by clinicians who were blind to group assignment.
Lambourn and Gill (1978) assigned 32 patients with psychotic depression to receive either 6 brief-pulse,
ultra low-dose (only 10 joules) unilateral ECTs or an equal number of identical anesthesia inductions
without the passage of electricity. Mean Hamilton rating-scale scores obtained 24 hours after the sixth
treatment did not differ significantly for the 2 groups.
In the Northwick Park ECT trial Johnstone et al (1980) gave 70 patients with endogenous depression a
4-week course of 8 sine-wave bitemporal ECTs or 8 anesthesia inductions without electrical
stimulation. Mean Hamilton depression scale scores after 4 weeks were significantly lower in the
genuine ECT group by about 26 points. The advantage of genuine over sham ECT in this study was

most marked in the subgroup of patients with delusional depression (Clinical Research Centre, 1984),
the most severely ill of all patients with depression.
West (1981) treated 22 patients with primary depression with courses of 6 genuine or 6 sham ECTs.
The patients were blindly rated on both doctors' and nurses' rating scales . and were then switched to
the alternate treatment if indicated. There was a highly statistically significant and clinically important
improvement in the genuine compared with the sham ECT group, and 10 out of I1 sham ECT patients
(but no genuine ECTpatients) were switched to the alternate method, from which they derived the
expected degree of improvement.
In the Leicestershire trial. Brandon et al. 1984 studied 95 patients with major depression who were
allocated to up to 8 genuine bitemporal sine wave ECTs or 8 sham ECTs. A significantly greater
improvement in Hamilton depression scale scores was seen in the genuine compared with the sham
ECT group at 2 and 4 weeks. As in the Northwick Park trial above, the largest genuine ECT advantage
occurred in the most severely ill patients-the subgroup ofpatients with delusional depression .
In the Nottingham ECT study, Gregory, Shawcross and Gill (1985) randomly assigned 60 patients with
depression to sine-wave ECT with bitemporal or unilateral placement or to sham ECT. Both genuine
methods were superior to sham ECT after 2, 4, and 6 treatments, as measured by the blindlyadministered Hamilton and Montgomery-Asberg depression scales.

Thus, 5 out of 6 scientifically valid studies of simulated compared with real ECT in the
treatment of depressive illness show both a statistically significant and clinically
substantial advantage for genuine ECT in reducing depression scale scores during and
immediately following the treatment course.
It is not surprising that the single study (Lambourn and Gill, 1978) that failed to show an
advantage for real compared with sham ECT differs from all the others in having used
brief-pulse, ultra low-dose (10 J) unilateral ECT as the "active" treatment. A similar lowdose technique using an even higher stimulus energy (mean = 18 J) was shown by
Sackeim et al. (1987a) to be clinically ineffective for right unilateral ECT, the same
application used by Lambourn and Gill (1978) . Subsequent studies (e.g., Abrams,
Swartz, and Vedak, 1991) amply demonstrated that unilateral ECT must be administered
with high stimulus dosing to maximize efficacy .
Following a successful course of ECT it is standard practice to prescribe maintenance
antidepressant medication to prevent relapse, for example with nortriptyline, lithium, or
both . If this fails, continuation ECT may be tried, in which patients continue to receive an
outpatient ECT treatment every 1 to 4 weeks. A problem with most of the efficacy studies
reviewed above is that patients typically receive either no post-ECT maintenance therapy,
or receive a variety of "doctor's choice" treatments, including both ECT and drugs,
administered non-systematically . So it is also not surprising that evaluations performed
weeks or months after completion of the acute ECT treatment course usually fail to show
a significant advantage for ECT.
2. ECT vs. Other FDA-Approved Treatments for Depression
ECT versus Antidepressant Drugs

Folkerts et al (1997) randomly assigned 39 patients with major depression to receive either 2.5 times threshold
unilateral ECT (N--21) or treatment with the FDA-approved antidepressant paroxetine (N--18). After 4 weeks
there was a substantial and highly significant advantagefor ECTover paroxetine: a 59% reduction in blindlyobtained Hamilton Depression Scale scorefor the ECTgroup, compared with only 29 %o for the paroxetine group.
Gangadhar, Kapur, and Kalyanasundaram (1982) studied 24 patients with primary endogenous depression who
were randomly assigned to receive a course ofgenuine bilateral or sham ECT in conjunction with either placebo
capsules or imipramine, 150 mg/day The first 6 treatments were given over 2 weeks, after which genuine ECT
plus placebo was found to be significantly superior to sham ECT plus imipramine in lowering blindly-obtained
Hamilton depression scale scores. This neatly demonstrated the efficacy ofgenuine versus sham ECT as well as
the superior efficacy ofECTover imipramine.
In a retrospective chart-review study Gagne et al (2000) identified 29 patients who received continuation ECT +
antidepressant medication and compared them with 29 carefully-matched control patients who received only
continuation antidepressants after initially responding to a course of ECT. Over a 4yearfollow-up period the
outcome was significantly better in the ECT + antidepressants group (93% likelihood of continuing without
relapse or recurrence) than in those who received antidepressants alone (52% likelihood of continuing without
relapse or recurrence) .

ECT vs. Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation (TMS)
TMS, in which a magnetic field is applied to the head, is an FDA-approved treatment for
major depression .
Eranti et al (2007) randomly assigned 46 patients with DSM-IV major depression to receive either a 15-day
course of TMS to the left dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (n = 24) or a doctor's choice course ofECT delivered at
1.5 times seizure threshold (n = 22). Blindly-obtained Hamilton Rating Scale Depression scores at baseline and
at the end of the treatment course showed significantly greater improvement in the ECTgroup, with 13 (5916)
achieving remission compared with onlyfour (17%) in the TMS group.

3. Comparison of different Forms of ECT in Depression
Proof of the efficacy of a given treatment is not limited to studies comparing that treatment
with placebo or alternative approved active treatment. So long as scientifically valid
methods are employed, efficacy can be demonstrated by studies that compare two different
forms of a particular active treatment and find one form superior to the other.
One standard procedure for determining the stimulus dose for ECT requires preliminary
testing of the patient's threshold for developing a seizure and then administering a stimulus
dose at a particular multiple of that threshold. An alternate method administers a fixed
stimulus dose, set high enough to ensure a well-developed seizure on the first application.
Moderately Suprathreshold vs. Fixed High-dose Unilateral ECT in Depression
McCall et al (2000) randomly assigned 72 patients with major depressive disorder to receive right unilateral ECT
at either a moderately suprathreshold dose (mean =136 milllcoulombs, mC) or a faed high dose of 403 mC
After an average course of 5.7 ECTs 67% of the patients receivingfixed high dose ECT responded, compared
with 39% of those who received moderately suprathreshold dosing (p=.02), thus demonstrating the efficacy of
fixed, high-dose ECTin the treatment of major depression.

In bilateral (bitemporal) ECT, one treatment electrode is placed on each temple, whereas
in unilateral ECT both treatment electrodes are placed over the same side of the head,
almost invariably the right hemisphere . Although it is abundantly clear that unilateral
ECT is associated with fewer adverse memory effects than bilateral ECT, it remains to be
determined whether unilateral ECT is clinically as effective.
Bitemporal vs. Right Unilateral ECT in Depression
Sackeim et al (1987) conducted a double-blind, random-assignment study comparing the relative efftcacy of
bitemporal and right unilateral ECT, both administered with just-above-threshold dosing. The two conditions did
not differ in the duration ofgeneralized seizures or in the number oftreatments administered to achieve clinical
response. In 52 patients with primary major depressive disorder, bilateral ECT was markedly and signifrcantly
superior to right unilateral ECTin reducing blindly-obtained Hamilton Rating Scale scores for depression, thus
demonstrating the effuacy ofjust-above-threshold bitemporal ECT as a treatmentfor major depression.

4. Comparison of ECT in Different Forms of Depression
Proof of the efficacy of ECT can also come from scientifically-valid studies that
demonstrate a differential response rate to ECT of different forms of the same illness.
Demonstrating that one form of an illness responds significantly better to ECT than
another confirms the efficacy of ECT in the responsive form .
In the study ofPetrides et al (2001) cited above, patients with psychotic depression (xe, uniformly severe major
depression) exhibited a significantly greater remission rate with bilateral ECT than patients with nonpsychotic
depression , thus demonstrating that bilateral ECT is an effective treatmentfor major depression that is so severe
it is psychotic

Thus, numerous and varied scientifically valid studies in patients with major depression
provide a definitive answer to the question raised in the opening paragraph of this section
as to whether the reported great efficacy of ECT might be only a placebo effect : ECT
clearly is more effective than placebo. The data summarized above further demonstrate
that ECT is a reliable and substantially efficacious treatment for major depression, and
that its results in treating this disorder compare very favorably with other FDAapproved treatments for major depression, especially when severe .
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24
2S

26

The hospital provides the fonun andequipmc:ot. Its own policy manual

Ca!itbmia's UDfair competition Jaw is a broad statute 1bIt prohibits any unlawful, unfair, or
fraudulent b1lliness act or practice and unfair, deceptive, IJDtruf; or misk:ading advertising. The

courts of California have II8ITOWly cons1nled advertising to include one-on-one lCpRllCntatiollS..
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•

"

The Gourt fiDda that the written iept =I m!ati0illl in the inb:iDiiid CODICIIt review fomI. sli'lPIICIdI

1

Dr. Shlzti constitll.tc III ad.vertisancnt within the meanin, ofB &; P Code Section. 17S00.

2

by

3

The Court Ihrther finds tbIt the defendant Cottage HospitallDw the reprClmtatiODI of Dr.

4

Sluzki wen false, aDd yet allowed him to cnpsc in the dcccptiOlll at haiId. The Court docs DOt

5

ape with d1c'Hospital tbIt thiJ was "merely a toclmica1ity", IS Dr. ,SluzIci is an. accomplisbed.

,

physician who happeoed to receive his medical training BbroId in ArgentiM, a C01l1ltry that does

,

DOt share reciprocity ofbcoefits with Americlll doctors. The Cact remains that 1DloIIcf CaIifomia

8

law, Dr. Sluzki was not qualitied to determine Mr. Alcbrmm's capacity to intellis=tly and

9

comprchClllively c:otISCI1t to ECT. it is not up to Cottage Hospital to det=nine that tbe law does

10

11

not apply to itu:mployeea.
The Co\ll't also finds that Dr. Johnson's IIJe of an. ~1etc &lid e:mmeoul'CollllCll1 foan

likewisc flll1 within the purview of 17200'1 sweeping COIl8UIDeI' protcctiOlll. His faillJie to
follow the dictate! of the Welfare and Institutions Code CODItituted an unfair bn+ess practice.
14

it is not neee.uy for plajnrilfto prove that be was harmed by the practice. To show that he was
15'

1&
17

deceived is suffieieDt for an advcae finding.
The defeodant also disputes one ofpl'inriffil' major contaltiOllS- that BCT is a dangerous

18

modality that merits the close scrutiny of the law. DefcmIe witncssca descnl?ed it as "safe aDd

u

effective". Dr. Bricbon, Dr. Sluzki's successor at the HOspitsl, dcmied mowing that tbe.rc was

20

any considerable COJItrovmsy in the medical community about ECT's value in treating lMIltal

21

i11ness. Yet Dr. Johason himself admitted in his testimony that no one underatands how BCT

22

works to ~ DllIIltal illnca. It remain, a mystery to the medical profession.

23
24

25

26
27

ECT has been utilized for many yem. and some 1hinp are undc::rstood about it- the
potential side effects, which are enumerated in the Welfare and Institutions Code. Section

5326.2 m""'Dtes that the information required for a true info&med cODSellt sball, include, in a
clear and explicit mInna:, a discussion with the, paticat ofmemory loss (including its
iITcversibitity) and that there exists a division of opUrlon IS to the efficacy of the proposed

28
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•

1

trNfmmt, why and. how it WOlb 8Dd its rommon1y known risb md 8ide effects. The

:2

Akk~

did not receive this vital iDfoImation from ci.tbar Dr. Johnson or Dr. Sluzld.

3

,

In tho scc:ond phase oftbe Irial the plajntjfli introduced • survey conducted UDder the
auspices of'Moorev. Cpufumja St*Boud ofkmnmmsv(l992) 2Ca1I!Am. which 1be

5

court admitted OVCl' defeDse objection. The survey's pIIIpOIe was to detmninc what it is that
6

people undastmd about the infoT"'8tjOO provided by way of writtm consent fmms (inbmecI
7

conseot) as well as verbal information given by the physician in CODjunction with the Written
8

,

infonnatioil he or abc provides :relative to proposed psyclJiatric hea1Ib treatmeam. The rcaulls
WCl'e

10

instructive
IDd not smprising. 49% of thole polled wisbrd, first and foremost, to be
"
"

advised ofGw potential risb and poscib1e side effects of a tzeatment 42% were ~
11

the specifies of the 1Ieatmcnt aDd its etIcctivcne8S. A whopping 78% SJdd !hey accqn IS
12

accurate the rcpt"eSCDtBtioru ofthcirpsyc:hiatrist concemi:Dg the ctrocti.v=-s oftrcatmeot
:1.3

a

op?ODS; 76 % accepted the doctor's reprcsc:ntations ofdle safiIty of the procedure. 70% of the
rcspondcnfl uid that their decision to receive the treatmrmt would be affected by;~ IICCODd

15

opinion of tile chiefpsyclUatrllt of the hoIpital regarding wbetharto bavcBCf. These rcsuitl
16

uncleI:scoM the high regard patients cxtmd to doctors aod the c:ompdling need for full discl_
17

of all known risks by the doctor to the patieot, regardlus ofthe doctor's personal opinion on tire
18

Sllbject.
19
20

The IUI'VCY wCIlt on to uk respondeots to intctpret key phrases taken from the actual

2:1.

c:onsent form utilj7!!lCl by Dr. Johnson in hit initial infonncd. COIlSCDt process"with Mr. AkIccmJan.

22

In regarda·to the critical iasuc of memory loss the following ataicmeDt from the form was

23

analyzed:

24

25

26

"Thts treQfmtmt could haw the!oUowing side effects and risks; memory lou Uzstingfrom /ZII
lwur or so after each treatment to spotty losses wtingfor several months or yean following a

series of tJle/ItIrIeIttS

27
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•

e-

1

56% of respondents agreed that !be ........... ddinitely or very libIy included the possibility of

2

memory I<*, but 62% believed it to be tc:mpolary'rathcr thin jennanent Only 22% mid it •

4

misleading ,in this critical reprd.

5

,

The Court tiuds 1Urth« that the hospiGI has DOt cured the dt:focts in i1s system sufticicnt to
avoid the iDlpoIition of1hc iIljUDCtiwRlicfrequestedbyplmtif& Dan::yKcep ltBtesinber

7

•

deClaration that the hospital is lIDW using the correct coDBCDt tbrm, and has in place a 'system foe
communiCltiD& with the maltal health rights advocate aud the Department ofMeata1 Halth to
make 6UI'C that the hospital is in complianco with the law. Curloualy, the consent foIm CUlI'CIItly

10

in use by tk hospital wu not appended to bee declaration. Further, the symim she deacrlbes is
11

exactly tbCJ same one that failed in 1998. She claims to be the gatekeepar of inform.atioil for 1he

1.2 ,

hospital, but cannot explain why, for the last six yean her emplo)'el" has DOt kept abreast tif
1.3

critical cbl!'Jlgcl in tile mend ..... of the law BOvemlDg the U8C ofECT.
14

1.5

Furthermore, the Court iloot convinced that Dr. Qicbon bas put in place ~ infoImed

16

consent review procodure that thoroughly complies with the dictates of the Welfare 8Dd

17

InstitutiODI Code, l*'Iicularly in light oflDs lack of cxperi_ in administering BCT and his

1.8

lack of knowledge oftbe law's requiremeoll. He admitted in biB tcItimony that be hid nevcr

19

read the Code until called upon to pllticipate in ibis cue u a witueu. The Court lacks

20

confidence in the hospital's ability to self-police. 'Ihcre appcers to be a strong likelihood that

21

bamrliIl practices at the heart of this suit will continue um- the Court issues the injunction as

22

requested.

23

24
2S

26

'I'HBREFORB tho Court declares that Santa Buban. Cottage Hospital violated Bnsiness
aud Prof_OIlS Code Sections 17200 and 17500 from 1998 to May 2004. An iIVuDction is In

appropriate remedy, fOT the Iw:m complained ofhas not ceased and ,there is a sigDificant risk that
it &ball coatiaue wi1hout on-aoiDa court supervision and intervention.
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•
, .inman of imwc:urite,

1

SIIJIta BarbIIra CottaF Hospital is cqjoiDed from enpPI in the cti

2

unlawfUl aadlor deceptive informmOIl. to ita mental health patieata who are considerill.g BCT.

S

The hospital sbIll not permit III unauthorized penon to pecibnn the required iDfonn CODIeIIt

•

review, ... JDUIt be in compliance with WcIDre and 1nstitutiou8 Code Sections S326.2_

5

S326.7S in ptopadYVcrifying that patients have received all of the in1brmation undertbe law

,

constitutinf true informed eonseat prior to recc:iving BCT•

.,
•

,

10

11

12

13

Santa Barbara Cottage Hospital shall immodiately cease providing BCT to paD.cntl, and
advise its -.tcMing physicians that the hospital has lost the rlsbt to pcrfonn such trea1ment.

Should tbc hospital wish to re-institutc the practice ofpl'OVidina BCT, it must provide to
dUs Court ilc followina itcml:
1. A copy' of the current consCllt form pioposed for use by beating physicians wbo wish to

utilize the hospital to perJim:n BCT.

14

15

2. A writWn plan fex on-going c:omzmmications with the Dcprtm~ ofMeota1. Heal1h and

16

the paticntl' rights' 8dvocates office in regards to OD-goil)g chanp in the law

17

3. A wriu=n protocol on info~ed consent reviews for ECl' to be utilized by the bod certified

18

or cligLDJe pS)ll:biatrist or neurologist who conducts said IeViews. This protocol must include the

19

same infonmtion on risk factors as the model consent form and also cantlin a cbocklist

20

regarding the fiIctor:s to be included in the doctor's dcterminatiClll ofa patiCllt's c8pacity to give

21

consent

22
23

Januazy 2, 200s

Q.t«~ A

g",¥« ti<

25

Judge of the Superior Court
.6
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EXHIBIT 9

EXHIBIT 10

Kenneth R. Castleman, PhD
Technical Consultant
404 N. Shadowbend Ave.
Friendswood, Texas 77546
281-996-5800

To: Whom it may Concern:
My name is Kenneth Castleman. I have a PhD in Biomedical Engineering, which includes education in
biology and medicine as well as engineering. I have served on the faculty at Caltech and The
University of Texas at Austin and on the research staff at USC and UCLA. I was a senior scientist at
the NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory for fifteen years. I have served as a consultant to the National
Institutes of Health, NASA, the USPTO, and the FBI. I am a fellow of the American Institute for
Medical and Biological Engineering and a member of the Space Technology Hall of Fame.
This memorandum concerns the safety of “Brief pulse” and “Ultra-brief pulse” devices used for
electroconvulsive therapy (ECT). Advocates of these modern devices assert that they are safer than the
sine-wave and square-wave ECT devices that have been used in the past. However, basic principles of
biology and physics demonstrate that this is not the case. In fact, the newer devices actually elevate the
risk of brain damage from ECT, as addressed below.
The differences between these methods of delivering electricity are as follows: The electrodes of the
ECT device apply a voltage (measured in volts) to the patient’s head. This voltage applies a force to
electrons in the patient’s head, causing them to flow through the brain. This flow of electrons is the
current, measured in milliamperes. The voltage applied to the patient’s head is not constant, but is
supplied in pulses. That is to say, the voltage is “on” for a time during one pulse, and then off for a
time between pulses. Further, the pulses alternate in polarity. That is, the right side electrode will be
positive for one pulse and negative for the next pulse. A pair of pulses (one positive followed by one
negative) make up one “cycle.”
The older ECT devices left no gaps between pulses. Each positive pulse was followed immediately by
a negative pulse, with no delay, and vice versa. The modern “Brief-Pulse” devices, however, introduce
a delay between pulses. In any one cycle, the voltage is “on” in the positive direction for a while, then
“off” for a time, then “on” in the negative direction for a while, and finally “off” for a time. Since each
pulse is “on” for only a portion of its time, the pulses are called “brief.”
Consider an example where the ECT pulse frequency is 50 Hz (i.e., 50 pairs of pulses in every second)
and the treatment lasts for two seconds. One hundred pairs of pulses (one positive and one negative
pulse in each pair) will be delivered, one pulse every 10 milliseconds. The “duty cycle” is the
percentage of the time that the voltage is “on.” With the older sine-wave and square-wave devices, the
duty cycle was 100% because the voltage was on all the time. With brief-pulse devices the duty cycle
can be as low as 15% (1.5 msec pulses). With ultra-brief pulse devices the duty cycle can go as low as
3% (0.3 msec pulses).
ECT advocates argue that the shorter pulses used by modern ECT devices deliver “less electricity” to
the brain. This is simply not true. The ECT dose delivered to the patient’s brain is not significantly
reduced when shorter pulses are used. The same number of electrons are forced through the patient’s
K. R. Castleman
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head with any ECT device, whether it is a sine wave, square wave, brief pulse or ultra-brief pulse unit.
But the current flows for a shorter period of time with the brief pulse devices. Thus more pulses are
required in order to deliver the same electrical dose. This usually entails a longer treatment duration.
The ECT dose delivered to the patient’s brain is measured in joules or, more recently, in millicoulombs.
A joule is the amount of energy expended when one watt of power is consumed in one second. For
example, a 100-watt light bulb will consume 100 joules of energy every second. One hundred joules is
a common ECT dose level. If the treatment duration is one second, the patient is being treated like a
100-watt bulb. ECT dose can go as high as 200 joules. [1]
It is now more common to specify ECT dose level in millicoulombs. A millicoulomb is a specific
number of electrons (approximately a six with fifteen zeros behind it). A typical ECT dose (“stimulus
charge”) is 300 millicoulombs, but it can go as high as 1,000. Stimulus voltage is typically limited to
450 volts and current is set at 800 or 900 milliamperes. [1, 2]
The ECT operator sets the dose level (in millicoulombs) at from 1.5 to six times the amount of
electricity that is required to induce a seizure in the patient. The exact value is set according to the
patient’s age, with older patients receiving a larger dose because of the greater resistance of the skull to
electrical flow. The operator then chooses a pulse duration between 0.3 and 1.5 milliseconds. The
device determines how many pulses are required and selects a combination of pulse frequency (in
cycles per second) and treatment duration (in seconds) that will deliver the specified stimulus charge.
When activated, the device applies whatever voltage is required to produce the specified current. [1, 2]
As the duration of each pulse is reduced, the number of pulses must increase by the same factor to
achieve the specified ECT dosage. Thus, at 50 Hz, a brief-pulse device set for 1.5 msec pulses would
have to use 6.5 times as many pulses to deliver the same dose as a sine-wave device using 10 msec
pulses. An ultra-brief pulse device set for 0.3 msec pulses would have to use 33 times as many pulses
(since the voltage is “on” for only 0.3/10 = 3% of the time). This typically requires a longer duration of
treatment, lasting as long as eight seconds, as indicated in the technical parameters of electrical
“dosing” with MECTA devices, attached.
With brief and ultra-brief pulses, the patient is subjected to many more pulses over a longer treatment
period than was the case with sine-wave devices. These very brief pulses have to turn on and off very
quickly, and this rapidly changing electric field can put considerable additional stress on the brain cells.
Further, electric circuits that switch on and off quickly are subject to “overshoot,” where the voltage
briefly goes beyond its correct value at the moment of switching.
ECT-induced brain damage can result from two phenomena. One is heating. Using briefer pulses
necessarily increases the treatment duration and the total number of pulses, in order to deliver the same
electrical dose. The heating effect of the electric current thus lasts longer with the longer treatment
duration. A large enough increase in temperature can damage or kill brain cells. [3]
In addition, the voltage applied to the ECT electrodes creates an electric field inside the skull. If it is
strong enough, electrical forces will create holes (“pores”) in the walls of the cells. This process, called
“electroporation,” is a commonly used technique in biomedical research. Figure 1 below is a
conceptual drawing of the electroporation process. Figure 2 is an electron micrograph showing the
effects of electroporation caused by brief pulses of electricity.
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While the cell can repair a few small holes, stronger electric fields create more and larger holes that
cannot be repaired. When this happens the cell dies. Due to their size, brain cells are many times more
susceptible to electroporation than smaller cells. Further, brief pulses are much more effective at
producing pores in cells than longer pulses. [4, 5]
In summary, it is clear, just from basic principles of biology and physics, that the modern brief-pulse
and ultra-brief pulse ECT devices inherently subject the patient to more pulses, with faster switching
times, and to longer durations of treatment than the older devices. As a result, the risk of brain cell
damage and cell death is not reduced, but is actually increased.
If seizure production is the therapeutic mechanism of ECT, then those seizures should be produced at
minimum risk of brain damage to the patient. That is, with long duration (not brief) pulses and the
accompanying fewer pulses and shorter treatment durations. Given the increased risk of electroporesis,
the newer ECT devices are potentially more dangerous than their predecessors. Note also, that the
manufacturer’s electrical parameters and adjustments call for dosages of 1.5 to 6 times that necessary
to cause seizure, also increasing the risk of brain cell damage.
In short, it is my opinion that the “modern” ECT devices utilized from the 1980’s to present, provide
little or no reduction of total electricity delivered to the brain, but deliver it in a fashion that is
potentially more harmful to brain tissue than the older devices.

1. Thymatron® System IV Brochure (2012), Somatics, LLC, 910 Sherwood Drive, Unit 23, Lake Bluff,
IL 60044 <www.thymatron.com>.
2. Evidence Based ECT Technology (Brochure, 2011), MECTA Corporation, 19799 SW 95th Avenue,
Suite B, Tualatin, OR 97062 <www.mectacorp.com>.
3. John A. Pearce, “Comparative analysis of mathematical models of cell death and thermal
damage processes,” International Journal of Hyperthermia, 29(4): 262-280, 2013.
4. Raphael C. Lee, “Cell Injury by Electric Forces,” Ann. N Y Academy of Sciences, 1066: 85-91, Dec.
2005. (Review Article)
5. James C. Weaver, “Electroporation of Cells and Tissues,” IEEE Transactions On Plasma Science,
28(1): 24-33, Feb. 2000.
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MECTA - OVER FORTY YEARS OF NEUROMODULATION INNOVATIONS
OPTIMIZED AND FULL spECTrum© DOSING PARAMETERS
NEW STANDARD OF CARE
NEW DOSING PARAMETER SETS OFFERING GREATER EFFICIENCES
AND WIDER TREATMENT RANGES
Pulse width, pulse frequency, train duration, and current (pulse amplitude) are the ECT stimulus parameters
that radically determine the efficiency of stimulation.1,2 Now MECTA’s newest, more efficient and flexible
treatment options allow clinicians and ECT researchers a more extensive and optimized range of treatment
parameters. Here’s how:
OPTIMIZED DOSING Parameter Sets – 0.3, 0.5, 1.0 ms NEW!
Evidence for Optimization
PULSE WIDTH likely has the greatest impact on the
efficiency of stimulation. For example, the overall dosage
(i.e., the charge) needed to elicit seizures is approximately
3-4 times lower when a 0.3 ms pulse width is used than
when a 1.5 ms pulse width is used. Thus, selecting a pulse
width is a key clinical determination, and MECTA spECTrum
device users now have the option to choose from three
pre-selected ranges of optimized pulse widths that begin
with 0.3 ms ultrabrief stimulation, or 0.5 ms or 1.0 ms
brief pulse stimulation. These pulse widths correspond
to the administration of an ultrabrief stimulus (0.3 ms), a
stimulus (0.5 ms) on the border between ultrabrief pulse
(0.3-0.49 ms), and brief pulse (0.5-2.0 ms) stimulation
which is now limited to a maximally wide brief pulse
(1.0 ms). Since the inefficiency of wider pulses is firmly
established, the upper-limit for all spECTrum devices is
now 1.0 ms.
3

2

DURATION There is evidence that increasing the
duration of the pulse train is more efficient than
increasing pulse frequency. Overall, the evidence
suggests that increases in train duration may be the
next most critical parameter in terms of impact on the
efficiency of seizure elicitation. Consequently, on the
single dial 5000M™/4000M™ models, before any other
parameter is altered, increases in dose first involve
an increase in train duration, until the maximum of 8
seconds is reached. On all four MECTA models and in
all OPTIMIZED and FULL SPECTRUM DOSING Parameter
Sets, the range of train duration is now from less than
0.5 to 8 seconds.
2,4

EVIDENCE
BA S E D E C T
TECHNOLOGY

FREQUENCY In the
5000M™/4000M™, pulse
frequency is the parameter
that is changed after
train duration to increase
dosage. It is firmly
established that increases
in stimulus frequency
contribute to seizure
induction since stimulus
dose titration has often been conducted with stimulus
frequency as the primary variable manipulated when
incrementing dosing. The maximum frequency in the
ultrabrief 0.3 ms parameter set is 120 Hz. At longer pulse
widths (0.5 and 1.0 ms), maximum device output (576
mC U.S. devices) is achieved at lower pulse frequencies,
resulting in a pulse frequency cutoff specific to each
parameter set.
5,6,7

CURRENT Current or pulse amplitude is fixed at 800
mA in the OPTIMIZED 5000Q®/4000Q™ parameter sets
and all of the 5000M™/4000M™ parameter sets. There is
little published information on optimal pulse amplitude
in ECT. The vast body of clinical research with MECTA
devices has exclusively used the 800 mA setting, although
there has been speculation that titration in the current
domain* may ultimately prove superior in refining
stimulus properties. MECTA provides the only device
with flexibility and choice of pulse amplitudes. Indeed,
the 5000Q®/4000Q™ devices have an expanded range of
pulse amplitudes in the new FULL SPECTRUM DOSING
Parameter Sets. This range is from 500 to 900 mA. NEW!
2,8

Visit our website at www.mectacorp.com
19799 SW 95TH AVENUE, SUITE B, TUALATIN, OR 97062 • phone (503) 612-6780 / fax (503) 612-6542 • info@mectacorp.com
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MECTA - OVER FORTY YEARS OF NEUROMODULATION INNOVATIONS
FULL SPECTRUM© DOSING Parameter Sets NEW!
The spECTrum 5000Q /4000Q models now include a
fourth parameter set that allows the experienced clinician
or researcher to vary pulse width, train duration, pulse
frequency and current independently throughout the
full range of device parameters. Only with the spECTrum
5000Q®/4000Q™, FULL SPECTRUM DOSING Parameter
Sets can be individualized and historical doses be
selected and set, using the knob and visual interface
without accessing menus. This enhances the efficiency of
operation and allows the clinician and the researcher the
greatest freedom in their choice of parameters.
®

™

TITRATION AND PRE-SELECTED DOSING TABLES
With these changes in optimized parameter sets, MECTA

has developed new Titration and Pre-Selected Dosing
Tables. These are the most accurate and up to date tables,
taking into account gender, age, and electrode placement.
NEW! Dosing is provided at 1.5, 2.0, 2.5 and 6x seizure
threshold, and is separately provided at 0.3, 0.5 and
1.0 pulse widths. Empirical titration remains the most
accurate way to determine seizure threshold. MECTA
provides extensive new and Historical Titration and
Pre-Selected Dosing Tables for the OPTIMIZED and FULL
SPECTRUM DOSING Parameter Sets. NEW!
Contact MECTA for pricing and upgrade information
and also to order Pre-Selected and Titration Dosing
Tables and/or a new MECTA Instruction Manual
containing the instructions for using these new
stimulus dosing parameters.
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1. Sackeim HA, Long J, Luber B, Moeller J, Prohovnik I, Devanand DP, Nobler MS. Physical properties and quantification of the ECT stimulus: I. Basic principles. Convulsive Therapy.
1994;10:93-123.
2. Peterchev AV, Rosa M, Deng Z, Prudic J, Lisanby S. Electroconvulsive therapy stimulus parameters: rethinking dosage. Journal of ECT. 2010;3:159-174.
3. Sackeim HA, Prudic J, Nobler MS, Fitzsimons L, Lisanby SH, Payne N, Berman RM, Brakemeier EL, Perera TP, Devanand DP. Effects of pulse width and electrode placement on the
efficacy and cognitive effects of electroconvulsive therapy. Brain Stimulation. 2008;1:71-83.
4. Devanand DP, Lisanby SH, Nobler MS, Sackeim HA. The relative efficiency of altering pulse frequency or train duration when determining seizure threshold. The Journal of ECT.
1998;4:227-235.
5. Sackeim HA, Decina P, Prohovnik I, Malitz S. Seizure threshold in ECT: effects of sex, age, electrode placement and number of treatments. Archives of General Psychiatry.
1987;44:355-360.
6. Sackeim HA, Prudic J, Devanand DP, Kiersky JE, Fitzsimons L, Moody BJ, McElhiney MC, Coleman EA, Settembrino JM. Effects of stimulus intensity and electrode placement on the
efficacy and cognitive effects of electroconvulsive therapy. New England Journal of Medicine. 1993;328:839-846.
7. Sackeim HA, Prudic J, Devanand DP, Nobler MS, Lisanby SH, Peyser S, Fitzsimons L, Moody BJ, Clark J. A prospective, randomized, double-blind comparison of bilateral and right
unilateral ECT at different stimulus intensities. Archives of General Psychiatry. 2000;57:425-437.
8. Sackeim HA. The convulsant and anticonvulsant properties of electroconvulsive therapy: towards a focal form of brain stimulation. Clinical Neuroscience Research. 2004;4:39-57.
9. Sackeim HA. Electroconvulsive therapy in late life depression. In Salzman, C. (Ed.), Clinical Geriatric Psychopharmacology. 2004;4:385-422.

ECT PARAMETERS / 100 JOULE SYSTEMS
Q Models
Four Parameter Sets:
Pulse Width
Stimulus Duration
Frequency
Stimulus Current
Charge
Energy @ 220 ohm patient impedance
M Models

OPTIMIZED DOSING Parameter Sets

FULL SPECTRUM
DOSING
Parameter Set

0.5
0.5 ms
0.5-8.0 sec
20-90 Hz
800 mA
8.0-576 mC
1.4-101.4 joules

Set 4**
NEW!
0.3-1.0 ms
0.5-8.0 sec NEW!
20-120 Hz
500-900 mA NEW!
3.0-576 mC
0.3-101.4 joules

0.3
0.3-0.37 ms
0.5-8.0 sec
20-120 Hz
800 mA
4.0-568 mC
0.8-100 joules
0.8-1

1.0**
1.0 ms
0.5-8.0 sec
20-45 Hz
800 mA
16-576 mC
2.8-101.4 joules

OPTIMIZED DOSING Parameter Sets

Three Parameter Sets:
Pulse Width
Stimulus Duration
Frequency
Stimulus Current
Charge
Energy @ 220 ohm patient impedance

0.3
0.3–0.38 ms
0.59-7.9 sec
20-120 Hz
800 mA
5-576 mC
1.0-101.4 joules

0.5
0.5 ms
0.35-8.0 sec
20-90 Hz
800 mA
5-576 mC
1.0-101.4 joules

1.0**
1.0 ms
0.18-8.0 sec
20-45 Hz
800 mA
5-576 mC
1.0-101.4 joules

NEW!
NEW!
NEW!

*Patent Pending
**EEG Data Analysis enabled for use with 1.0 OPTIMIZED DOSING Parameter Sets and Historical Parameters in the FULL SPECTRUM DOSING Parameter Set.

EVIDENCE
BA S E D E C T
TECHNOLOGY
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EXHIBIT 11

MECTA - OVER FORTY YEARS OF NEUROMODULATION INNOVATIONS
OPTIMIZED AND FULL spECTrum© DOSING PARAMETERS
NEW STANDARD OF CARE
NEW DOSING PARAMETER SETS OFFERING GREATER EFFICIENCES
AND WIDER TREATMENT RANGES
Pulse width, pulse frequency, train duration, and current (pulse amplitude) are the ECT stimulus parameters
that radically determine the efficiency of stimulation.1,2 Now MECTA’s newest, more efficient and flexible
treatment options allow clinicians and ECT researchers a more extensive and optimized range of treatment
parameters. Here’s how:
OPTIMIZED DOSING Parameter Sets – 0.3, 0.5, 1.0 ms NEW!
Evidence for Optimization
PULSE WIDTH likely has the greatest impact on the
efficiency of stimulation. For example, the overall dosage
(i.e., the charge) needed to elicit seizures is approximately
3-4 times lower when a 0.3 ms pulse width is used than
when a 1.5 ms pulse width is used. Thus, selecting a pulse
width is a key clinical determination, and MECTA spECTrum
device users now have the option to choose from three
pre-selected ranges of optimized pulse widths that begin
with 0.3 ms ultrabrief stimulation, or 0.5 ms or 1.0 ms
brief pulse stimulation. These pulse widths correspond
to the administration of an ultrabrief stimulus (0.3 ms), a
stimulus (0.5 ms) on the border between ultrabrief pulse
(0.3-0.49 ms), and brief pulse (0.5-2.0 ms) stimulation
which is now limited to a maximally wide brief pulse
(1.0 ms). Since the inefficiency of wider pulses is firmly
established, the upper-limit for all spECTrum devices is
now 1.0 ms.
3

2

DURATION There is evidence that increasing the
duration of the pulse train is more efficient than
increasing pulse frequency. Overall, the evidence
suggests that increases in train duration may be the
next most critical parameter in terms of impact on the
efficiency of seizure elicitation. Consequently, on the
single dial 5000M™/4000M™ models, before any other
parameter is altered, increases in dose first involve
an increase in train duration, until the maximum of 8
seconds is reached. On all four MECTA models and in
all OPTIMIZED and FULL SPECTRUM DOSING Parameter
Sets, the range of train duration is now from less than
0.5 to 8 seconds.
2,4

EVIDENCE
BA S E D E C T
TECHNOLOGY

FREQUENCY In the
5000M™/4000M™, pulse
frequency is the parameter
that is changed after
train duration to increase
dosage. It is firmly
established that increases
in stimulus frequency
contribute to seizure
induction since stimulus
dose titration has often been conducted with stimulus
frequency as the primary variable manipulated when
incrementing dosing. The maximum frequency in the
ultrabrief 0.3 ms parameter set is 120 Hz. At longer pulse
widths (0.5 and 1.0 ms), maximum device output (576
mC U.S. devices) is achieved at lower pulse frequencies,
resulting in a pulse frequency cutoff specific to each
parameter set.
5,6,7

CURRENT Current or pulse amplitude is fixed at 800
mA in the OPTIMIZED 5000Q®/4000Q™ parameter sets
and all of the 5000M™/4000M™ parameter sets. There is
little published information on optimal pulse amplitude
in ECT. The vast body of clinical research with MECTA
devices has exclusively used the 800 mA setting, although
there has been speculation that titration in the current
domain* may ultimately prove superior in refining
stimulus properties. MECTA provides the only device
with flexibility and choice of pulse amplitudes. Indeed,
the 5000Q®/4000Q™ devices have an expanded range of
pulse amplitudes in the new FULL SPECTRUM DOSING
Parameter Sets. This range is from 500 to 900 mA. NEW!
2,8
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MECTA - OVER FORTY YEARS OF NEUROMODULATION INNOVATIONS
FULL SPECTRUM© DOSING Parameter Sets NEW!
The spECTrum 5000Q /4000Q models now include a
fourth parameter set that allows the experienced clinician
or researcher to vary pulse width, train duration, pulse
frequency and current independently throughout the
full range of device parameters. Only with the spECTrum
5000Q®/4000Q™, FULL SPECTRUM DOSING Parameter
Sets can be individualized and historical doses be
selected and set, using the knob and visual interface
without accessing menus. This enhances the efficiency of
operation and allows the clinician and the researcher the
greatest freedom in their choice of parameters.
®

™

TITRATION AND PRE-SELECTED DOSING TABLES
With these changes in optimized parameter sets, MECTA

has developed new Titration and Pre-Selected Dosing
Tables. These are the most accurate and up to date tables,
taking into account gender, age, and electrode placement.
NEW! Dosing is provided at 1.5, 2.0, 2.5 and 6x seizure
threshold, and is separately provided at 0.3, 0.5 and
1.0 pulse widths. Empirical titration remains the most
accurate way to determine seizure threshold. MECTA
provides extensive new and Historical Titration and
Pre-Selected Dosing Tables for the OPTIMIZED and FULL
SPECTRUM DOSING Parameter Sets. NEW!
Contact MECTA for pricing and upgrade information
and also to order Pre-Selected and Titration Dosing
Tables and/or a new MECTA Instruction Manual
containing the instructions for using these new
stimulus dosing parameters.
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ECT PARAMETERS / 100 JOULE SYSTEMS
Q Models
Four Parameter Sets:
Pulse Width
Stimulus Duration
Frequency
Stimulus Current
Charge
Energy @ 220 ohm patient impedance
M Models

OPTIMIZED DOSING Parameter Sets

FULL SPECTRUM
DOSING
Parameter Set

0.5
0.5 ms
0.5-8.0 sec
20-90 Hz
800 mA
8.0-576 mC
1.4-101.4 joules

Set 4**
NEW!
0.3-1.0 ms
0.5-8.0 sec NEW!
20-120 Hz
500-900 mA NEW!
3.0-576 mC
0.3-101.4 joules

0.3
0.3-0.37 ms
0.5-8.0 sec
20-120 Hz
800 mA
4.0-568 mC
0.8-100 joules
0.8-1

1.0**
1.0 ms
0.5-8.0 sec
20-45 Hz
800 mA
16-576 mC
2.8-101.4 joules

OPTIMIZED DOSING Parameter Sets

Three Parameter Sets:
Pulse Width
Stimulus Duration
Frequency
Stimulus Current
Charge
Energy @ 220 ohm patient impedance

0.3
0.3–0.38 ms
0.59-7.9 sec
20-120 Hz
800 mA
5-576 mC
1.0-101.4 joules

0.5
0.5 ms
0.35-8.0 sec
20-90 Hz
800 mA
5-576 mC
1.0-101.4 joules

1.0**
1.0 ms
0.18-8.0 sec
20-45 Hz
800 mA
5-576 mC
1.0-101.4 joules

NEW!
NEW!
NEW!

*Patent Pending
**EEG Data Analysis enabled for use with 1.0 OPTIMIZED DOSING Parameter Sets and Historical Parameters in the FULL SPECTRUM DOSING Parameter Set.

EVIDENCE
BA S E D E C T
TECHNOLOGY
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EXHIBIT 12

Form Approved: OMB No. 0910-0291, Expires: 10/31/08
See OMB statement on reverse.

U.S. Department of Health and Human Services

For VOLUNTARY reporting of
adverse events, product problems and
product use errors

MEDWATCH
The FDA Safety Information and
Adverse Event Reporting Program

Internet Submission - Page 1

A. PATIENT INFORMATION
1. Patient Identifier

former
musician

D. SUSPECT PRODUCT(S)

2. Age at Time of Event, or
Date of Birth:

4. Weight

3. Sex

200

Female

1. Name, Strength, Manufacturer (from product label)
lb

or

✔ Male

47 Years

In confidence

Problem with Different Manufacturer of Same Medicine

2. Outcomes Attributed to Adverse Event
(Check all that apply)
(mm/dd/yyyy)

60-85 joules

8 treatments

12/20/1999

--

01/17/2000

Congenital Anomaly/Birth Defect

✔ Hospitalization - initial or prolonged

Other Serious (Important Medical Events)

#1

4. Date of this Report (mm/dd/yyyy)

12/20/1999

--

#2

5. Event Abated After Use
Stopped or Dose Reduced?
Doesn't
#1
Yes ✔ No
Apply
#2

Yes

Doesn't
Apply

No

4. Diagnosis or Reason for Use (Indication)

Required Intervention to Prevent Permanent Impairment/Damage (Devices)
3. Date of Event (mm/dd/yyyy)

Route

#2

#1

Life-threatening

Frequency

3. Dates of Use(If unknown, give duration) from/to (or
best estimate)

✔ Disability or Permanent Damage

Death:

MECTA

Dose or Amount

#1

Product Problem (e.g., defects/malfunctions)

Product Use Error

MECTA 5000

#2
2.

Check all that apply:

✔ Adverse Event

#1

kg

B. ADVERSE EVENT, PRODUCT PROBLEM OR ERROR
1.

FDA USE ONLY
Triage unit
sequence #

09/09/2009

8. Event Reappeared After
Reintroduction?

depression

#1

✔ Yes

No

Doesn't
Apply

7. Expiration Date

#2

Yes

No

Doesn't
Apply

#1

#1

9. NDC # or Unique ID

#2

#2

#2
6. Lot #

5. Describe Event, Problem or Product Use Error

Patient received series of ECT treatments.
He experienced amensia of his entire
history, family, profession, religion, wife
and children. He remains disabled nearly ten
years later, with massive long-term memory
loss as well as short-term memory
impairments. The device used was a MECTA
5000 Model.

E. SUSPECT MEDICAL DEVICE
1. Brand Name

MECTA 5000Q
2. Common Device Name

Electroconvulsive therapy, ETC, shock machine
3. Manufacturer Name, City and State

MECTA Corp
4. Model #

Lot #

5. Operator of Device

5000Q

✔ Health Professional

Catalog #

Expiration Date (mm/dd/yyyy)

Serial #

Other #

6. If Implanted, Give Date (mm/dd/yyyy)

Lay User/Patient
Other:

7. If Explanted, Give Date (mm/dd/yyyy)

8. Is this a Single-use Device that was Reprocessed and Reused on a Patient?
Yes

✔ No

9. If Yes to Item No. 8, Enter Name and Address of Reprocessor

More
6. Relevant Tests/Laboratory Data, Including Dates

Numerous neurological examinations and
psycjhiatric examinations reveal disability
caused by ECT.
F. OTHER (CONCOMITANT) MEDICAL PRODUCTS
Product names and therapy dates (exclude treatment of event)

More
More
7. Other Relevant History, Including Preexisting Medical Conditions (e.g., allergies,
race, pregnancy, smoking and alcohol use, liver/kidney problems, etc.)

G. REPORTER (See confidentiality section on back)
1. Name and Address

Kendrick Moxon

3055 Wilshire Blvd., Ste 900

California

Los Angeles
More

Yes

Product Available for Evaluation? (Do not send product to FDA)
No

Returned to Manufacturer on:
(mm/dd/yyyy)

FORM FDA 3500 (8/05)

90010

E-mail

213-487-4468
2. Health Professional? 3. Occupation

C. PRODUCT AVAILABILITY
✔ Yes

Phone #

✔

No

Lawyer

5. If you do NOT want your identity disclosed
to the manufacturer, place an "X" in this box:

kmoxon@earthlink.net
4. Also Reported to:

✔ Manufacturer
User Facility
Distributor/Importer

Submission of a report does not constitute an admission that medical personnel or the product caused or contributed to the event.

MEDWATCH

For VOLUNTARY reporting by health professionals of adverse events and product problems
Internet Submission - Page 2
Return to Form

B5. Describe event or problem continued

Mail to: MEDWATCH
or FAX to:
1-800-FDA-0178
5600 Fishers Lane
Rockville, MD 20852-9787

Return to Form

Submission of a report does not constitute an admission that medical personnel or the product caused or contributed to the event.

MEDWATCH

For VOLUNTARY reporting by health professionals of adverse events and product problems
Internet Submission - Page 3
Return to Form

B6. Relevant tests/laboratory data, including dates continued

Mail to: MEDWATCH
or FAX to:
5600 Fishers Lane
1-800-FDA-0178
Rockville, MD 20852-9787

Return to Form

Submission of a report does not constitute an admission that medical personnel or the product caused or contributed to the event.

MEDWATCH

For VOLUNTARY reporting by health professionals of adverse events and product problems
Internet Submission - Page 4
Return to Form

B7. Other relevant history, including preexisting medical conditions continued

Mail to: MEDWATCH
or FAX to:
5600 Fishers Lane
1-800-FDA-0178
Rockville, MD 20852-9787

Return to Form

Submission of a report does not constitute an admission that medical personnel or the product caused or contributed to the event.

MEDWATCH

For VOLUNTARY reporting by health professionals of adverse events and product problems
Internet Submission - Page 5
Return to Form

F. Other (Concomitant) medical products

Mail to: MEDWATCH
or FAX to:
5600 Fishers Lane
1-800-FDA-0178
Rockville, MD 20852-9787

Return to Form

Submission of a report does not constitute an admission that medical personnel or the product caused or contributed to the event.

EXHIBIT 13

EXHIBIT 14

EXHIBIT 15

EXHIBIT 16

From: Lawrence, Lisa D [mailto:Lisa.Lawrence@fda.hhs.gov]
Sent: Thursday, July 21, 2016 9:50 AM
To: Kendrick Moxon <kmoxon@kmoxonlaw.com>
Cc: Howard, Jasmine M. <Jasmine.Howard@fda.hhs.gov>
Subject: RE: FDA Freedom of Information Request 2016-4067
Yes, that is correct.
Should you have any questions or concerns, please feel free to contact me.

CDR Lisa D. Lawrence, RN, MSHS
Senior Program Management Officer
Division of Information Disclosure
Office of Communication & Education, Center for Devices and Radiological Health
Food and Drug Administration
Direct phone: 301-796-5945 ৷ Fax: 301-847-8526 ৷ Email: Lisa.Lawrence@fda.hhs.gov
FDA FOIA Webpage
Excellent customer service is important to us. Please take a moment to provide feedback regarding the
customer service you have received at: Customer Service Survey
From: Kendrick Moxon [mailto:kmoxon@kmoxonlaw.com]
Sent: Thursday, July 21, 2016 12:48 PM
To: Lawrence, Lisa D
Cc: Howard, Jasmine M.
Subject: RE: FDA Freedom of Information Request 2016-4067

Ms. Lawrence,
Thank you. And to confirm: there are no communications from FDA to
MECTA requesting clarification or explanation regarding adverse events or
reports or injury submitted by third parties?
Kendrick Moxon
LAW OFFICE OF KENDRICK MOXON, PC
3500 West Olive Avenue, Suite 300
Burbank, CA 91505
(818) 827-7104
(818) 827-7114 (fax)
kmoxon@kmoxonlaw.com
This message and its attachments are sent from a law firm and may contain
information that is confidential and protected by privilege from
disclosure. If you are not the intended recipient, you are prohibited from

printing, copying, forwarding or saving them. Please delete this message
and notify the sender immediately.
From: Lawrence, Lisa D [mailto:Lisa.Lawrence@fda.hhs.gov]
Sent: Thursday, July 21, 2016 9:44 AM
To: Kendrick Moxon <kmoxon@kmoxonlaw.com>
Cc: Howard, Jasmine M. <Jasmine.Howard@fda.hhs.gov>
Subject: RE: FDA Freedom of Information Request 2016-4067
Hello Mr. Moxon,
The component office that process these reports stated that the MAUDE reports sent in response to
your FOIA request 2016-4067 includes all reports which includes voluntary, user facility and
manufacturer reports. In this instance, the manufacturer, Mecta, did not submit any reports to FDA.
Thank you,
Should you have any questions or concerns, please feel free to contact me.

CDR Lisa D. Lawrence, RN, MSHS
Senior Program Management Officer
Division of Information Disclosure
Office of Communication & Education, Center for Devices and Radiological Health
Food and Drug Administration
Direct phone: 301-796-5945 ৷ Fax: 301-847-8526 ৷ Email: Lisa.Lawrence@fda.hhs.gov
FDA FOIA Webpage
Excellent customer service is important to us. Please take a moment to provide feedback regarding the
customer service you have received at: Customer Service Survey
From: Kendrick Moxon [mailto:kmoxon@kmoxonlaw.com]
Sent: Tuesday, July 19, 2016 12:08 PM
To: Lawrence, Lisa D
Cc: Howard, Jasmine M.
Subject: RE: FDA Freedom of Information Request 2016-4067

Ms. Lawrence,
One final point of clarification: the responses to my FOIA Requests turned
up no MDRs from MECTA. Please confirm that MECTA has not provided
MDRs regarding any alleged deaths or injury. Thank you.
Kendrick Moxon
LAW OFFICE OF KENDRICK MOXON, PC
3500 West Olive Avenue, Suite 300

Burbank, CA 91505
(818) 827-7104
(818) 827-7114 (fax)
kmoxon@kmoxonlaw.com
This message and its attachments are sent from a law firm and may contain
information that is confidential and protected by privilege from
disclosure. If you are not the intended recipient, you are prohibited from
printing, copying, forwarding or saving them. Please delete this message
and notify the sender immediately.
From: Kendrick Moxon
Sent: Monday, July 18, 2016 2:25 PM
To: 'Lawrence, Lisa D' <Lisa.Lawrence@fda.hhs.gov>
Cc: Howard, Jasmine M. <Jasmine.Howard@fda.hhs.gov>
Subject: RE: FDA Freedom of Information Request 2016-4067

Ms. Lawrence,
Thanks very much. Yes I would like to have copies of these
documents. Electronic would be easiest for me if possible. Is there a
charge?
I note there was an August 2, 2010 submission from MECTA to the FDA in
docket FDA -2010-N-0585 which made repeated references to the issues of
safety and efficacy of its devices for giving ECT. If there was no follow-up
by the FDA or MECTA or communication between them that may have
related to the safety and efficacy of ECT and/or their devices after that time,
please let me know.
And if that’s the case, then other than these 1985 501k submissions, and the
August 2, 2010 submission to the FDA in docket FDA -2010-N-0585, there
have been no communications between FDA and MECTA respecting
adverse events, and therefore no records exist? If you can confirm that, this
request will be concluded.
Thanks again.
Kendrick Moxon
LAW OFFICE OF KENDRICK MOXON, PC
3500 West Olive Avenue, Suite 300

Burbank, CA 91505
(818) 827-7104
(818) 827-7114 (fax)
kmoxon@kmoxonlaw.com
This message and its attachments are sent from a law firm and may contain
information that is confidential and protected by privilege from
disclosure. If you are not the intended recipient, you are prohibited from
printing, copying, forwarding or saving them. Please delete this message
and notify the sender immediately.
From: Lawrence, Lisa D [mailto:Lisa.Lawrence@fda.hhs.gov]
Sent: Monday, July 18, 2016 1:17 PM
To: Kendrick Moxon <kmoxon@kmoxonlaw.com>
Cc: Howard, Jasmine M. <Jasmine.Howard@fda.hhs.gov>
Subject: FDA Freedom of Information Request 2016-4067
Hello Mr. Moxon,
After completing my search I found 3-510(k)s for Mecta Corporation, they are:




K965070
K960754
K852069

Do want the 510(k) applications listed above?
The previous response I sent to you are the only adverse events that came up in our database for this
company. I will need to contact another component office to ask if they have records addressing any
issues with this company’s device.
Thank you again for your patience.
Kind regards,
Lisa
Should you have any questions or concerns, please feel free to contact me.

CDR Lisa D. Lawrence, RN, MSHS
Senior Program Management Officer
Division of Information Disclosure
Office of Communication & Education, Center for Devices and Radiological Health
Food and Drug Administration
Direct phone: 301-796-5945 ৷ Fax: 301-847-8526 ৷ Email: Lisa.Lawrence@fda.hhs.gov

FDA FOIA Webpage
Excellent customer service is important to us. Please take a moment to provide feedback regarding the
customer service you have received at: Customer Service Survey

From: Kendrick Moxon [mailto:kmoxon@kmoxonlaw.com]
Sent: Thursday, July 14, 2016 5:23 PM
To: Lawrence, Lisa D
Cc: Howard, Jasmine M.
Subject: RE: FDA Freedom of Information Request 2016-4067

Thanks very much. If you can send me a letter indicating that in the
categories searched [what you searched] there were no responsive records,
that would suffice. I appreciate your efforts.
Kendrick Moxon
LAW OFFICE OF KENDRICK MOXON, PC
3500 West Olive Avenue, Suite 300
Burbank, CA 91505
(818) 827-7104
(818) 827-7114 (fax)
kmoxon@kmoxonlaw.com
This message and its attachments are sent from a law firm and may contain
information that is confidential and protected by privilege from
disclosure. If you are not the intended recipient, you are prohibited from
printing, copying, forwarding or saving them. Please delete this message
and notify the sender immediately.
From: Lawrence, Lisa D [mailto:Lisa.Lawrence@fda.hhs.gov]
Sent: Thursday, July 14, 2016 2:18 PM
To: Kendrick Moxon <kmoxon@kmoxonlaw.com>
Cc: Howard, Jasmine M. <Jasmine.Howard@fda.hhs.gov>
Subject: FW: FDA Freedom of Information Request 2016-4067
Dear Mr. Moxon,
I apologize for not getting back to you sooner. I am still researching your request and so far I have not
found any matches. We will have your request re-opened and we can make the final determination.
Kind regards,

Lisa
Should you have any questions or concerns, please feel free to contact me.

CDR Lisa D. Lawrence, RN, MSHS
Senior Program Management Officer
Division of Information Disclosure
Office of Communication & Education, Center for Devices and Radiological Health
Food and Drug Administration
Direct phone: 301-796-5945 ৷ Fax: 301-847-8526 ৷ Email: Lisa.Lawrence@fda.hhs.gov
FDA FOIA Webpage
Excellent customer service is important to us. Please take a moment to provide feedback regarding the
customer service you have received at: Customer Service Survey
From: Lawrence, Lisa D
Sent: Thursday, July 07, 2016 2:32 PM
To: Kendrick Moxon
Cc: Howard, Jasmine M. (Jasmine.Howard@fda.hhs.gov)
Subject: RE: FDA Freedom of Information Request 2016-4067

Hello Mr. Moxon,
I will research the below mentioned item and follow up with you by closed of business on Monday.
Thank you,
Lisa Lawrence
Should you have any questions or concerns, please feel free to contact me.

CDR Lisa D. Lawrence, RN, MSHS
Senior Program Management Officer
Division of Information Disclosure
Office of Communication & Education, Center for Devices and Radiological Health
Food and Drug Administration
Direct phone: 301-796-5945 ৷ Fax: 301-847-8526 ৷ Email: Lisa.Lawrence@fda.hhs.gov
FDA FOIA Webpage
Excellent customer service is important to us. Please take a moment to provide feedback regarding the
customer service you have received at: Customer Service Survey
From: Howard, Jasmine M.
Sent: Thursday, July 07, 2016 2:23 PM
To: Kendrick Moxon
Cc: Lawrence, Lisa D
Subject: RE: FDA Freedom of Information Request 2016-4067

Good Afternoon Mr. Moxon,
I have asked Lisa Lawrence to research your request further. She will be able to assist you from here. I
will be out of the office tomorrow however Lisa will keep me informed.
Lisa is copied on this email and will reach out to you for further information if she needs it.
Excellent customer service is important to us. Please take a moment to provide feedback regarding the customer
service you have received at: Customer Service Survey
Best Regards,

Jasmine Howard
Jasmine Howard, Branch Chief
Division of Information Disclosure
FDA/CDRH/Office of Communication Education
Phone: 301-796-5950 • Email: jasmine.howard@fda.hhs.gov

From: Kendrick Moxon [mailto:kmoxon@kmoxonlaw.com]
Sent: Friday, July 01, 2016 6:43 PM
To: Howard, Jasmine M.
Subject: RE: FDA Freedom of Information Request 2016-4067

Ms. Howard,
Thanks for your response. If there were no communications between
MECTA and FDA regarding adverse incidents and the potential harmful
effects arising from ECT, then I’m satisfied. If the 510ks or other
communications address adverse reports or justify the harmful effects of
ECT, then yes, I would request those as well.
In 2010, MECTA made a submission to FDA in support of reclassification
of ECT devices from Class III to Class II, and made representations therein
regarding its position on adverse events. Other submissions to FDA refuted
the claims of MECTA, which should have given rise to questions from the
FDA to MECTA. If there were any further communications between FDA
and MDECTA regarding the effects of its devices in relation to the adverse
effects of ECT, those should have been located and produced.

I much appreciate your effort and courtesy.
Kendrick Moxon
LAW OFFICE OF KENDRICK MOXON, PC
3500 West Olive Avenue, Suite 300
Burbank, CA 91505
(818) 827-7104
(818) 827-7114 (fax)
kmoxon@kmoxonlaw.com
This message and its attachments are sent from a law firm and may contain
information that is confidential and protected by privilege from
disclosure. If you are not the intended recipient, you are prohibited from
printing, copying, forwarding or saving them. Please delete this message
and notify the sender immediately.
From: Howard, Jasmine M. [mailto:Jasmine.Howard@fda.hhs.gov]
Sent: Friday, July 01, 2016 3:14 PM
To: Kendrick Moxon <kmoxon@kmoxonlaw.com>
Subject: Re: FDA Freedom of Information Request 2016-4067

Hi Mr. Moxon,

The interpretation of your request was that you wanted the regulatory submissions or
correspondence addressing the adverse events, this would be in the adverse events that were
sent. In your email below, it seems like you are requesting to the 510k submission in hopes that
the FDA and the sponsor addressed the adverse events in there. Am I understanding you
correctly?
Sent from my BlackBerry 10 smartphone.
From: Kendrick Moxon
Sent: Friday, July 1, 2016 5:18 PM
To: Howard, Jasmine M.
Cc: Lawrence, Lisa D
Subject: RE: FDA Freedom of Information Request 2016-4067

Ms. Howard,
Thank you for your response records. Since nothing was received other
than documents from the MAUDE database, am I correct that there are no
other responsive records? I.e., there are no other records

1) Regarding submission to the FDA by MECTA Corporation to the FDA respecting any Medical
Device Adverse Event caused by an Electroconvulsive Therapy device manufactured by
MECTA.
And
2) Any and every report by MECTA Corporation in any regulatory submission or
correspondence, addressing any actual or alleged adverse event of any nature caused by an
Electroconvulsive Therapy device manufactured by MECTA

I question the adequacy of the response, in that MECTA made a lengthy
submission to the FDA in 2010 in consideration of potential reclassification of ECT devices – which is not here provided. That submission
most definitely concerned adverse effects of ECT. There were many
questions raised in the context of MECTA’s submission and this issue, and
one would assume there was further communication between MECTA and
the FDA in that regard.
If there has been no such communication between FDA and MECTA
regarding the effects of ECT, so be it. But that would be hard to believe.
Moreover, MECTA submitted 510k submissions and updates which
certainly would be responsive as “regulatory submissions” which
necessarily address adverse events. Were regulatory submissions
searched?
I therefore seek confirmation that a thorough search was conducted, and
not merely someone looking at the MAUDE database. Thank you.
Kendrick Moxon
LAW OFFICE OF KENDRICK MOXON, PC
3500 West Olive Avenue, Suite 300
Burbank, CA 91505
(818) 827-7104
(818) 827-7114 (fax)
kmoxon@kmoxonlaw.com
This message and its attachments are sent from a law firm and may contain
information that is confidential and protected by privilege from
disclosure. If you are not the intended recipient, you are prohibited from

printing, copying, forwarding or saving them. Please delete this message
and notify the sender immediately.
From: Howard, Jasmine M. [mailto:Jasmine.Howard@fda.hhs.gov]
Sent: Friday, July 01, 2016 1:29 PM
To: Kendrick Moxon <kmoxon@kmoxonlaw.com>
Subject: RE: FDA Freedom of Information Request 2016-4067
Hi Mr. Moxon,
Please see attached MAUDE records and response letter. Please let me know you received your
information.
Excellent customer service is important to us. Please take a moment to provide feedback regarding the customer
service you have received at: Customer Service Survey
Best Regards,

Jasmine Howard
Jasmine Howard, Branch Chief
Division of Information Disclosure
FDA/CDRH/Office of Communication Education
Phone: 301-796-5950 • Email: jasmine.howard@fda.hhs.gov

From: Kendrick Moxon [mailto:kmoxon@kmoxonlaw.com]
Sent: Friday, July 01, 2016 2:58 PM
To: Howard, Jasmine M.
Subject: RE: FDA Freedom of Information Request 2016-4067

Ms. Howard,
Could you please send me this information this afternoon before
leaving? Thanks very much.
Kendrick Moxon
LAW OFFICE OF KENDRICK MOXON, PC
3500 West Olive Avenue, Suite 300
Burbank, CA 91505
(818) 827-7104

(818) 827-7114 (fax)
kmoxon@kmoxonlaw.com
This message and its attachments are sent from a law firm and may contain
information that is confidential and protected by privilege from
disclosure. If you are not the intended recipient, you are prohibited from
printing, copying, forwarding or saving them. Please delete this message
and notify the sender immediately.
From: Howard, Jasmine M. [mailto:Jasmine.Howard@fda.hhs.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, June 28, 2016 10:17 AM
To: Kendrick Moxon <kmoxon@kmoxonlaw.com>
Subject: RE: FDA Freedom of Information Request 2016-4067
Hi Mr. Moxon,
The component office reached out to me today. They plan to get it to me today or tomorrow. I should
take about 24 hours for us to review for possible redactions. If the records are able to be sent by email,
would you like us to send it to you via email?
Excellent customer service is important to us. Please take a moment to provide feedback regarding the customer
service you have received at: Customer Service Survey
Best Regards,

Jasmine Howard
Jasmine Howard, Branch Chief
Division of Information Disclosure
FDA/CDRH/Office of Communication Education
Phone: 301-796-5950 • Email: jasmine.howard@fda.hhs.gov
From: Kendrick Moxon [mailto:kmoxon@kmoxonlaw.com]
Sent: Tuesday, June 28, 2016 12:41 PM
To: Howard, Jasmine M.
Subject: RE: FDA Freedom of Information Request 2016-4067

Ms. Howard,
Thank you. Hopefully you’ll receive this information today. If you can
nudge it I would appreciate it.
Kendrick Moxon
LAW OFFICE OF KENDRICK MOXON, PC
3500 West Olive Avenue, Suite 300
Burbank, CA 91505

(818) 827-7104
(818) 827-7114 (fax)
kmoxon@kmoxonlaw.com
This message and its attachments are sent from a law firm and may contain
information that is confidential and protected by privilege from
disclosure. If you are not the intended recipient, you are prohibited from
printing, copying, forwarding or saving them. Please delete this message
and notify the sender immediately.
From: Howard, Jasmine M. [mailto:Jasmine.Howard@fda.hhs.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, June 28, 2016 6:06 AM
To: Kendrick Moxon <kmoxon@kmoxonlaw.com>
Subject: RE: FDA Freedom of Information Request 2016-4067
Good Morning Mr. Moxon,
I also wanted to clarify my email to you on June 21st. In my email, I indicated “we should receive the
information in about 4 days” meaning “we” as in our office, should receive the information so we can
perform the appropriate redactions and then send to you by the end of the June month. I apologize for
the misunderstanding. Once I receive a status from the component office, I will email you.
Excellent customer service is important to us. Please take a moment to provide feedback regarding the customer
service you have received at: Customer Service Survey
Best Regards,

Jasmine Howard
Jasmine Howard, Branch Chief
Division of Information Disclosure
FDA/CDRH/Office of Communication Education
Phone: 301-796-5950 • Email: jasmine.howard@fda.hhs.gov
From: Kendrick Moxon [mailto:kmoxon@kmoxonlaw.com]
Sent: Monday, June 27, 2016 9:10 PM
To: Howard, Jasmine M.
Subject: RE: FDA Freedom of Information Request 2016-4067

Ms. Howard,
Thank you for taking the time to speak with me last week, and the courtesy
of your email.
I note that your, sent on June 21st, indicates that a response to my FOIA
Request would be sent “in about 4 days.” I filed no formal administrative

appeal based on this assurance. It has been 5 days since then but I have
received no response.
Can you please look into this matter? Thank you.
Kendrick Moxon
LAW OFFICE OF KENDRICK MOXON, PC
3500 West Olive Avenue, Suite 300
Burbank, CA 91505
(818) 827-7104
(818) 827-7114 (fax)
kmoxon@kmoxonlaw.com
This message and its attachments are sent from a law firm and may contain
information that is confidential and protected by privilege from
disclosure. If you are not the intended recipient, you are prohibited from
printing, copying, forwarding or saving them. Please delete this message
and notify the sender immediately.
From: Howard, Jasmine M. [mailto:Jasmine.Howard@fda.hhs.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, June 21, 2016 1:51 PM
To: Kendrick Moxon <kmoxon@kmoxonlaw.com>
Cc: Howard, Jasmine M. <Jasmine.Howard@fda.hhs.gov>
Subject: FDA Freedom of Information Request 2016-4067
Good Afternoon Mr. Moxon,
Thank you for contacting the FDA’s Center for Devices and Radiological Health’s, Division of Information
Disclosure. This email is in regards to your status call today for FOIA request control number 2016-4067.
The status is as follows: We have contacted the component office for the records. We should receive
this information in about 4 days. We strongly believe that your request will be closed by end of June
2016. If at any time we feel that we will not complete your request by the end of June, we will contact
you.
During our call today, you also asked for the appeal address. Below is the address where you can submit
an appeal.
Deputy Agency Chief FOIA Officer
Office of the Assistant Secretary for Public Affairs
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services,
5600 Fishers Lane Room 19-01
Rockville, MD 20857
Please feel free to contact me directly for any other questions or concerns.

Have a great day.
Excellent customer service is important to us. Please take a moment to provide feedback regarding the customer
service you have received at: Customer Service Survey
Have a great day,
Jasmine Howard
Jasmine Howard, Branch Chief
Division of Information Disclosure
FDA/CDRH/Office of Communication Education
Phone: 301-796-5950 • Email: jasmine.howard@fda.hhs.gov
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Notice of Inspection is hereby given pursuant to Section 704(a)(1) ofthe federal food, Drug, and Cosmetics Act [21
U.S.C. 374(a)] 1 and/or Part for G, Title.lll of the Public Health Service Act [42 U.S.C. 262-264]2

As a small business that is subject to FDA regulation, you-:have 'the right to seek assistance from the U.S. Small Business.
Administration (SBA). This assistance includes a mechanism to address the enforcement actions of Federal agencies. SBA has a
National Ombudsman's Office that receives comments. from small businesses about Federal.agency enforcement actions. If you
· wish to comment on the enfprcement actions of FDA, CALL (888) 734-324T The website address is Www.sba.gov/ombudsman.
FDA has an Office ofthe Ombudsman that can directly assist small business with complaints or disputes about actions of the
That office can be reached by calling (301) 796-8530 or by email atombuds@oc.fda.gov.

FOA.

For industry information, go to www.fda.gov/oc/industry.
9. SIGNATURE(S) (Food and Dru_g~dmjnistration Employee(s))

10. TYPE OR PRINT NAME(S)AND TITLE(S) (FDAEmployee(s))

1

described in section 414, when the standard for records inspection
under paragraph (1) or (2) of section 414(a) applies, subject to the
limitations established in section 414(d). In the case of any factory,
warehouse, establishment, or consulting laboratory in which
prescription drugs, nonprescription drugs intended for human
use, restricted devices, or tobacco products are manufactured,
processed, packed, or held, inspection shall extend to an things
therein (including records, files, papers, processes, controls, and
facilities) bearing on whether prescription drugs, nonprescription
drugs intended for human use, restricted devices, .or tobacco
products which are adulterated or misbranded within the meaning
of this Act, or which may not be manufactured, introduced i.nto
interstate commerce, or sold, or offered for sale by reason of
any provision of this Act, have been or are being manufactured,
processed, packed, transported, or held in any such place, or
otherwise bearing on· violation ofthis Act. No inspection authorized
by the preceding sentence or by paragraph (3) shall extend to
financial data, sales data other than shipment data, pricing data,
personnel data (other than data as to qualifications of technical
and professional personnel performing functions subject to this
(Continued on Reverse)

Applicable portions of Section 704 and. other Sections of the
Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act [21 U.S.C. ·374] are quoted
below:

Sec. 704(a)(1) For purposes of enforcement of this Act, officers
or employees duly designated by the Secretary, upon presenting
appropriate credentials and a written notice to the owner,
operator, or agent in charge, are authorized (A) to enter, at
reasonable times, any factory, warehouse, or establishment in
which food, drugs, devices, tobacco products, or cosmetics are
manufactured, processed, packed, or held, for introduction into
interstate commerce or after such introduction, or to enter any
vehicle being used to transport or hold such food, drugs, devices,
tobacco products, or cosmetics in interstate commerce; and (B)
to inspect, at reasonable times and within reasonable limits and
in a reasonable manner, such factory, warehouse, establishment,
or vehicle and an pertinent equipment, finished and unfinished
materials, containers, and labeling therein. In the case of' any
person (excluding farms and restaurants) who manufactures,
processes, packs, transports, distributes, holds, or imports foods,
the inspection shall extend to all records and other information
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SUMMARY
This Level 2, comprehensive, Quality System Inspection Technique (QSIT) inspection of a
manufacturer of electro-convulsive therapy (ECT) devices and accessories, used for the treatment of
severe depression, was assigned as part of the Seattle District FY 2015 work plan (FACTS
assignment number 11538535). This inspection was conducted in accordance with CP 7382.845,
Inspection of Medical Device Manufacturers, under Program Assignment Codes (PACs) 82845B,
81845R (Corrections and Removals), and 81011 (MDR practices). MECTA Corporation (MECTA)
is currently registered with FDA.
The previous inspection, a Level 1 inspection conducted from 3112113 through 3/15/13, covered the:
Management Controls, Corrective and Preventive Action (CAPA) Controls, and Production and
Process Controls subsystems; and was classified No Action Indicated (NAI).
MECTA develops the specifications: assembles: performs Quality Assurance (QA) and functional
testing; packages; and ships its ECT devices and accessories from its facility. MECTA currently
develops the specifications and manufactures Class 3 electro-convulsive therapy devices; distributed
under the spECTrum name: and cleared under premarket notification clearance number K965070.
The firm's devices do not require tracking. Profile classes COS, ELE, and MTL were covered. This
Level 2, comprehensive, QSIT inspection covered the Management Controls, Design Controls,
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Corrective and Preventive Action (CAPA) Controls, Production and Process Controls (P&PC)
subsystems; and focused on MECTA's only domestically distributed medical devices: the
spECTrum 5000M and 5000Q models of ECT devices. During the inspection, I observed
manufacturing operations; and reviewed MECTA's: Quality procedures and instructions; design
controls procedures and activities; CAPA activities and documentation; calibration records; and
prodt1ction activities and documentation; to assess MECTA's compliance with current Good
Manufacturing· Practices (cGMPs) and Medical Device Reporting (MDR) regulations.
At the conclusion of this inspection, a Form FDA 483, Inspectional Observations, was issued to the
Chief Executive Officer for failure: to adequately establish procedures for Design Input; of design
verification to confirm design outputs meet design input requirements; and to adequately establish
procedt1res to ensure equipment is routinely calibrated. Issues discussed with management include:
performing CAPA effectiveness checks whenever possible; record retention requirements; and the
ISO 13485: 2003 Voluntary Audit Report Submission Pilot Program. Management promised to
correct the inspectional observations at the close-out meeting.
There w~re no complaints on file with FDA for follow up. There were no refusals. No samples were
colle.cted during the inspection.

ADMJNISTRATIVE DATA
Inspected firm:
Location:
Phone:
FAX:
Mailing address:
Website address:
Dates of inspection:
Days in the facility:
Participants:

MECT A Corporation
19799 SW 95th Ave Bldg D Ste B
Tualatin, OR 97062-7525
503-612-6780
503-612-6542
19799 SW 95th Ave Bldg D Ste B
Tualatin, OR 97062-7525
www ~mectacorp.com
6/23/2015, 6/24/2015, 6/25/2015, 6/26/2015, 6/30/2015
5
Stanley B. Eugene, Investigator

On 6/2/15, I preannounced the inspection, via phone call, to Mrs. Robin H. Nicol, President, for an
attempted start date of 6/8/15. Due to the unavailability of the firm's Quality Manager, and
subsequent Investigator schedule conflicts, a start date of 6/23/15 was finalized . Prior to the
inspection I requested and was provided electronic copies of the firm's: Quality Systems Manual;
Com'plaint Processing Procedure; and CAPA System Overview procedures.
At the start of the inspection, on 6/23/15, I presented my credentials to Mrs. Robin H. Nicol. I also
presented my credentials and issued Form FDA 482, Notice of Inspection, to Mr. Gorham D. Nicol,
Chief Executive Officer (CEO), who was identified as the most responsible person at MECTA
Corporation (MECT A).
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At the conclusion of the inspection, on 6/30/15, I issued Form FDA 483, Inspc;!ctional
to Mr. Nicol, CEO.
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Observ~tions,

HISTORY

At the start of the inspection, Mr. and Mrs. Nicol provided a brief description of MECT A
Corporation's history and current operations. They explained MECTA was founded in Oregon in
1980; and started distributing electro-convulsive therapy (ECT) devices in 1983. They explained the
precursorto the firm's ECT devices was originally developed by an Oregon Health Sciences
University (OHSU) physician in 1973: and distributed solely to academic institutions. Mrs. Nicol
provided the firm currently distributes four (4) models of ECT devices: spECTrum 4000M;
spECTrum 4000Q; spECTrum 5000M; and spECTrum 5000Q. She added only the spECTrum 5000
models are distributed in the United States (U.S.). She further added MECTA's earlier generations
of ECT devices, the C, D, SR, and JR models are all obsolete; and no longer serviced.
MECTA Corporation is an Oregon corporation and has been at the current facility located at 19799
SW 95th Ave, Building D, Ste B. Tualatin, OR 97062-7525 since 2000. Mrs. Nicol explained the
Chief Executive Officer, President, Vice President, and functional Managers (i.e. Quality,
Engineering, Production, International Sales, Domestic Sales, and Purchasing) all operate out the
current facility. Mrs. Nicol provided a copy of MECTA's organizational chart as Exhibit 1.
There are no other associated facilities.
MECTA conducts: specifications development; functional and Quality Assurance testing;
packaging; component and accessories storage; and shipping operations in roughly (b) (4) square feet
of the approximately (b) (4) -square foot facility. Mrs. Nicol explained MECTA Corporation
continues to share the current facility with Beverage Management Services; a beverage dispensing
management systems and barroom fixtures company, also owned by Mr. Nicol, which occupies the
remaining space.
The previous inspection, a Level 1 inspection conducted from 3/12/13 through 3/15/13, covered the:
Management Controls, Corrective and Preventive Action (CAPA) Controls, and Production and
Process Controls subsystems: and was classified No Action Indicated (NAI).
MECTA Corporation (MECTA) is currently registered with the FDA for 2015 as a manufacturer,
and U.S. Manufacturer of Export Only. The firm has no history of regulatory actions. MECTA is
certified ISO 13485 through TUV.
Mrs. Nicol explained MECTA's office hours continue to be from 7:00am to 4:00pm Monday
through Friday. The firm currently employs (b) (4) Workers including Top Management.
Post-inspectional correspondence and the FMD-145 copy of this report should be addressed to:
Mr. Gorham D. Nicol, Chief Executive Officer (CEO)
MECT A Corporation
19799 SW 95th Ave, Building D, Ste B
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Tualatin, OR 97062-7525
INTERSTATE COMMERCE
According to Mrs. Nicol MECTA's operations have not changed significantly since the last
inspection. The firm receives some components for the manufacture of its ECT devices in Interstate
(b) (4)
commerce. For example the firin receives
(b) (4)
. In addition. Mrs. Nicol explained the
firm currently conducts abou (b) (4)of sales in Oregon; with the remainder outside Oregon including
(b) (4)
overseas in countries and regions such as
(b) (4)
She further explained the firm distributes about % of its products domestically;
about % in (b) (4) ; and approximately % of outside North America. Mrs. Nicol provided, as
Exhibit 2, an example of the documents and records maintained by MECT A for the shipment of a
spECTrum 5000 device. The documentation for the shipment of a spECTrum 5000Q device to a
(b) (4)
included a Purchase Order, shipping list, Packing List, Invoice,
hospital in
(b) (4)
shipment receipt, and Device History Record (DHR) cover sheet.
(b) (4)

(b) (4)

(b) (4)

Mrs. Nicol explained MECTA ships devices to customers from its facility exclusively via (b) (4)
(b) (4)
She added MECTA ships devices directly to customers in the U.S; and uses
distributors overseas. She explained the firm's customers are qualified: psychiatric and mental
(b) (4)
health hospitals, clinics and physicians. She also explained the firm distributes

(b) (4)
I asked Mrs. Nicol about MECTA's promotional activities. She explained the firm generates interest
and awareness of its products by attending symposia, and annua,l meetings of the American
Psychiatric Association and the Canadian Psychiatric Association; by setting up promotional booths
at trade shows; and by generating promotional brochures and data sheets for its devices. Mrs. Nicol
also explained MECTA's distributors also participate in trade shows. The firm also maintains a
website located at: www.mectacorp.com; which provides product information. Mrs. Nicol explained
there are no direct internet sales. She also explained the firm conducts U.S. Federal Government
sales to the Department of Veterans Affairs (VA); and to individual branches of the military (e.g.
Navy. Army, and Air Force).
JURISDICTION
MECTA develops the specifications; assembles; performs Quality Assurance (QA) and functional
testing; packages; and ships its ECT devices and accessories from its facility. MECTA currently
develops the specifications and manufactures Class 3 electro-convulsive therapy devices; distributed
under the spECTrum name; and cleared under premarket notification clearance number K965070.
The firm's devices are indicated for the treatment of severe depression with no age restrictions. Mrs.
Nicol provided the FDA "substantially equivalent" determination letter for K965070 as Exhibit 3.
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The firm currently distributes four (4) models of ECT devices: spECTrum 4000M; spECTrum
4000Q; spECTrum 5000M; and spECTrum 5000Q. The 5000 models are 4000 models with the
added electrocardiograph (ECG) and electroencephalograph (EEG) monitoring capability. The
4000M and 5000M models have one stimulus control knob while the 4000Q and 5000Q models
have four (4) stimulus control knobs that offer more flexibility in adjusting four (4) stimulus
parameters: pulse width, frequency, duration, and current to control energy ami charge. MECTA
distributes only the spECTrum 5000M and 5000Q models in the U.S. Additionally. the U.S. devices
have a nominal energy output range up to 100 Joules; while a majority of overseas devices have a
nominal energy output range up to 200 Joules.
The firm has implemented the Unique Device Identifier (UDI) for domestic units. Mrs. Nicol
provided representative labeling for the spECTrum ECT instruments in the form of a product
brochure, an accessories list, the domestic spECTrum specifications, and a device UDI label as
Exhibits 4a - 4d.
INDIVIDUAL RESPONSIBILITY AND PERSONS INTERVIEWED
At the start of the inspection, on 6/23/15, I presented my credentials and issued Form FDA 482,
Notice of Inspection, to Mr. Gorham D. Nicol, CEO, who was identified as the most responsible
person at MECTA Corporation. At the conclusion of the inspection, on 6/30/15, I issued Form FDA
483, Inspectional Observations, to Mr. Nicol. He sits atop MECTA's organizational chart. He
explained he purchased the business in 1980. According to the Quality System Manual reviewed,
and observations during the inspection, his day to day duties and responsibilities include but are not
limited to: supervision of the executive team; formulation of policies; and setting strategic direction
with the President. He receives regular updates from the President on the day to day operations of
the firm. He is, along with the President, the Quality Manager, the Research & Development
Manager, the Engineering Manager, the Production Manager and the General Manager, a member of
the Quality Council Which meets (b) (4) to review quality activities and the performance of the
Quality System. Mr. Nicol and the President in conjunction with the functional Managers determine
resource needs and provide the resources necessary for all activities including the maintenance of the
Quality System. Mr. Nicol provided information regarding the firm's history at the opening meeting
and attended the close-out meeting on 6/30/15. He provided the firm's annotation decision on the
Form FDA 483. During the close-out meeting, I observed he set the deadline for the corrective
actions to be implemented by responsible Managers.
During the inspection, I also met Mrs. Robin H. Nicol, President. She was present every day of the
inspection; and was along with (b)(6),(b)(7)(C),(b)(4) Quality Manager, the points of contact for
the inspection. According to the Quality System Manual reviewed, and observations during the
inspection, her day to day duties and responsibilities include but are not limited to: maintaining the
Quality System including providing program oversight, authorizing corrective actions, overseeing
and authorizing audits, stopping processes until they comply with Quality requirements, overseeing
written policies, authorizing manual revisions, authorizing releases of new product versions or
prototypes, and serving as the Management Representative. She provides regular updates on the day
to day operations of the firm to Mr. Nicol and is member of the Quality Council. She accompanied
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during my tours of the facility on 6/23/15 and 6/26/15; and provided documentation and information,
regarding the firm's products. operations, and procedures, used in this report. She reports to Mr.
Ni-col, CEO, and attended the close-out meeting on 6/30/15.
During the inspection, I also met Ms. Adrian N. Kettering, Vice President. She was present for the
inspection on 6/23/15 and 6/24/15; and accompanied me on tny tour of the facility on 6/23/15. She
explained she has worked for MECTA since (b) (4) and became Vice President on 6/17/15. She
(b) (4)
further explained, as Vice President, she will eventually oversee
(b) (4) . She added she is currently assisting Mrs. Nicol; learning from her; and is getting exposure
to the duties and responsibilities of the other functional Managers. She reports to Mrs. Nicol,
President.
At the start of the inspection, I met (b)(6),(b)(7)(C),(b)(4) Quality Manager. He was present
throughout the inspection and accompanied me on my tours of the facility on 6/23/15 and 6/26/15.
(b)(6),(b)(7)(C),(b)(4)
explained he is currently a consultant for MECTA and is typically present at the firm for
(b)(6),(b)(7)(C),(b)(4)
. He further explained he has been a consultant for MECTA since
; and his duties and responsibilities include reviewing: all complaints; reviewing or providing
inputs to Quality procedures; tracking new regulatory requirements such as the UDI; reviewing,
preparing Quality data, and chairing the (b) (4) Quality Council meetings; developing software for
the firm's devices and accessories as the Software Manager; and providing input to device
specifications fot New Product Development and Research and Development (R&D) projects as the
R&D Manager. He provided information and documentation used in this report including those
relating to the firm's procedures, software changes, design control activities, complaints, CAPAs,
quality data analyzed by the firm, and the operation of the firm's devices. He reports Mrs. Nicol,
President, and attended the close-out meeting on 6/30/15.
At the start of the inspection I also met (b)(6),(b)(7)(C),(b)(4) , Engineering Manager. He was
present throughout the inspection and accompanied me on my tours of the facility on 6/23/15 and
6/26/15. (b)(6),(b)(7)(C),(b)(4) explained he is currently a consultant for MECTA and typically works
(b)(6),(b)(7)(C),(b)(4) He added he has worked for MECTA on and off since
; and his duties
and responsibilities include conducting hardware, Printed Circuit Board (PCB), and mechanical
engineering design; managing Engineering Change Orders (ECOs): providing technical support to
customers; performing repairs; and obtaining certification from external bodies such as TUV. He
provided information and documentation used in this report including those dealing with finished
device testing; equipment calibration; design verification testing; and the production flow of
spECTrum devices. He reports to Mrs. Nicol, President, and attended the close-out meeting on
6/30/15.
(b)(6),(b)(7)(C),(b)(4)

(b)(6),(b)(7)(C),(b)(4)

(b)(6),(b)(7)(C),(b)(4)

During the inspection I met the following individuals who provided subject matter expertise:

(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)
Purchasing Manager, was present on my tour of the facility on
6/23/15 and provided information regarding incoming inspection, vendor qualification, and
purchasing control activities. He reports to Mrs. Nicol, President.
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(b)(6),(b)(7)(C) Production Manager, was present during my tours on 6/23/15 and 6/30/15 and
provided information regarding the assembly process for a spECTrum device. He reports to Mrs.
Nicol, President.

(b)(6),(b)(7)(C) Technician, was present during my tours on 6/23/15 and 6/30/15 and provided
information regarding the assembly and testing of spECTrum devices. He reports to Mrs. Nicol,
President.

(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)
International Sales I Service Manager and General Manager,
provided information regarding customer communication. She accompanied me during portions of
my tour of the facility on 6/23/15. She reports to Mrs. Nicol, President.
FIRM'S TRAINING PROGRAM
During the inspection, I reviewed the firm's Training Procequre, Document P- TR-#0001, Rev D,
Effective Date 1118111. Mrs. Nicol explained New Hires receive training on the firm's Quality
System Manual; and the procedures relevant to the performance of their job activities. Mrs. Nicol
explained most of MECTA's employees are seasoned and experienced at their task. She further
explained training consists of: reading procedures; and hands:..on application. I also reviewed: the
(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)
to verify the
training record for the most recent hire,
training supports his assigned tasks: and the training log document (Exhibit 5) for international
distributors to verify they are trained on the firm's complaint procedure. I did not note any
deficiencies with the training program.
MANUFACTURING/DESIGN OPERATIONS
MECT A develops the specifications and manufactures Class 3 electro-convulsive therapy devices;
and accessories. MECTA conducts: specifications development; functional and Quality Assurance
testing; packaging; component and accessories storage; and shipping operations in roughly (b) (4)
square feet of the approximately (b) (4) square foot facility. The facility consists of office and
administrative space; and a production area where component storage, device assembly,
manufacturing, testing, packaging, and shipment occur. Major pieces of equipment observed during
(b) (4)
the inspection include:

(b) (4)
(b) (4)
MECTA currently utilizes commercial-off-the-shelf software "
for its Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) operations.

(b) (4)

"

This Level 2, comprehensive, QSIT inspection covered the Management Controls, Design Controls,
Corrective and Preventive Action (CAPA) Controls, Production and Process Controls (P&PC)
subsystems; and focused on MECTA 's only domestically distributed medical devices: the
spECTrum 5000M and 5000Q models of ECT devices. During the inspection, the firm's
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manufacturing operations were observed; and procedures, records, and activities were reviewed to
assess the firm's compliance with the Quality System Regulations.
I obserVed and
follows.

(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)

and (b)(6),(b)(7)(C) explained the spECTrum device manufacturing process as

MECTA's Domestic Sales Managers receive an order from a qualified

hospital~

(b) (4)

(b) (4)
(b) (4)

~

product release

~

packaging and shipment to customer via (b) (4)

Mrs. Nicol provided production flow procedures and documents for the manufacture of spECTrum
devices in the form of: production flow procedure: test procedure; production flow chart; (b) (4)
(b) (4)
QA Form; Safety Tests Form: Manual Checkout Form; and Finished Goods I Shipping Release
Form as Exhibits 6a- 6g.
Mrs. Nicol explained the firm builds on order exclusively because each unit is customized to the
customer's requirements; such as the number of monitoring channels. She estimates MECTA
(b) (4)
manufactures approximately
spECTrum devices per year; and about (b) (4) per month. She
estimates MECTA manufactures approximately (b) (4) spECTrum 4000 models per year out of
the (b) (4)total devices produced yearly. She added it takes (b) (4) days from the time the Purchase
Order is finalized to the shipment of the finished spECTrum device. Mrs. Nicol indicated the
spECTrum devices have a one (1) year standard warranty; and customers have the option to
purchase a five (5)-year extended warranty. The firm also assembles accessories such as the
handheld electrodes onsite.

MANAGEMENT CONTROLS
I reviewed MECT A's procedures and instructions for the management of its quality system
including but not limited to those governing management reviews, training, document controls,
purchasing and supplier controls, acceptance activities, control of nonconforming product, corrective
and preventive actions, and complaints. During the inspection, I reviewed MECTA's: Quality
System Manual, Document D-QS-#0007, Rev V, Effective Date 10124114; procedure Quality Council
Meetings, Document P-QS-0003, Rev/, Effective Date 11108/11; procedure Management SOP,
Document D-MG-#0001, Rev G, Effective Date 11129112; and procedure Document Control SOP,
Document D-DC-#0001, Rev G, Effective Date 10110/14. I also covered the management reviews
(b) (4)
conducted through the Quality Council meetings on
(b) (4)
for the individuals in attendance and the topics covered. I observed management
reviews through the Quality Council meetings are conducted (b) (4) .
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During my review of the Quality System Manual and the Document Control SOP I observed the
following document retention requirements. Records are retainedfor one of two time periods:
1.

2.

(b) (4)

I explained to Mrs. Nicol, (b)(6),(b)(7)(C),(b)(4) , and Ms. Kettering, there can be a conflict between the two
requirements since there is no qualifier that the longer retention requirement must be followed
Please see the Discussion with Management section issue 2 for a discussion regarding Quality
System record retention requirements.
I also reviewed the firm's Quality System Audit Procedure, Document P-QS-#0002, Rev L, Effective
Date 10110114 and the internal audit schedule contained in the procedure. I also reviewed
documentation of the performance of audits of the Quality System conducted from 8/6/14 to
11/10/14 for 2014; and from 9/6/13 to 10/11/13 for 2013. I observed the entire Quality System is
audited annually by in-house al,lditors, (b)(6),(b)(7)(C),(b)(4) conducts the internal audits of the Quality System;
except for the Quality and Engineering Department areas which are audited by Mrs. Nicol.
DESIGN CONTROLS
I reviewed MECTA's: design controls procedures contained in the Quality System Manual;
Engineering Change Procedure, Document P-EE-#0001, Rev D, Effective Date 1/31/03; New
Software Package Procedure, Document P-SW-#0020, Rev D, Effective Date 11110110; All Software
Changes Procedure, Document P-SW-#0009, Rev G, Effective Date 10110114; and documentation
for the firm's software change for its spECTrum Optimized New Parameter Sets project to (b) (4)

(b) (4)
(b) (4)

Please refer to the Objectionable Conditions and Management's Response
section of this report, Observations 1 -2 for failure: to adequately establish procedures for Design
Input; and of design verification to confirm design outputs meet design input requirements.
CORRECTIVE AND PREVENTIVE ACTION CONTROLS (CAPA)

I reviewed MECTA's: CAPA System Overview, Document D-MG-#0002, Rev F, Effective Date
11112113 (Exhibit 7); and Complaint Processing Procedure, Document P-QS-#0001, Rev/,
Effective Date 1014111 (Exhibit 8).
I also reviewed: the firm's twenty (20) customer contact l complaint forms covering a period of
1/23/14 to present; and fourteen (14) CAPA records from 10/18/13 to present. Please see the
Discussion with Management section issue 1 for a discussion on performing CAPA effectiveness
checks wheneVer possible.
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MDR and Corrections and Removals
I reviewed MECTA's written Complaint Processing Procedure which covers the firm's complaint
handling, adverse event reporting, arid recall activities. (b)(6),(b)(7)(C),(b)(4) stated he reviews all complaints
for MDR reportability. Mrs. Nicol explained a recommendation for recall would be made by
and her if the situation arose. She stated the firm has not submitted any MDRs since the
previous inspection and has never conducted a recall. A review of FDA's Manufacturer and UserFacility Device Experience (MAUDE) database revealed no MDRs related to MECTA
Corporation's products since the previous inspection. I observed complaints are investigated and
evaluated for adverse event reportability. I also observed the firm maintains an MDR binder.

(b)(6),(b)(7)(C),(b)(4)

(b)(6),(b)(7)(C),(b)(4)

Tracking
MECTA does not handle devices requiring tracking.

PRODUCTION AND PROCESS CONTROLS (P&PC)
During the inspection, I observed the firm's manufacturing operations; and reviewed MECTA's:
Device History Record (DHR) documentation for ten (10) SpECTrum 5000 model devices; and the
calibration records for four (4) pieces of equipment used during production for the testing of
spECTrum devices.
Sterilization
MECTA's devices are not intended to be sterile.
Purchasing Controls
I reviewed MECTA's: Purchasing SOP, Document D-PU-#0002, Rev D, Effective Date 10/24/14;
Choosing New or Substitute Vendors I Parts Procedure, Document P-PU-#0003, Rev D, Effective
Date 10/24114; Vendor Review Procedure, Document P-PU-#0012, Effective Date 1131103; and
(b) (4)
which supplies the
documentation for the most recent qualification of vendor
(b) (4)
firm with
. I did not note any deficiencies.
Acceptance Activities

(b) (4)
MECTA's acceptance activities include: visual inspection, QC testing, and
(b) (4)
final testing of the spECTrum devices. I did not note any deficiencies.
Non-Conforming Product
I reviewed the firm's Control of Nonconforming Material activities. I observed nonconforming
material data is analyzed as part of the CAPA system and reviewed during (b) (4) Quality Council
meetings. I also observed the firm provides for the segregation of nonconforming materials; and
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documentation through various logs such as the Rejected Parts log for incoming materials;
Production Rework Bin log; and Final Test Nonconformance log. I did note any deficiencies.
Calibration of Test and Measuring Equipment
I reviewed MECTA's: Test Equipment Maintenance Procedure, Document P-TE-#0003, Rev C,
Effective Date 9/31103; Test Equipment Out-of-Calibration Procedure, Document P-TE-#0004, Rev
A, Effective Date 1019102. I also reviewed calibration records for: a Safety Analyzer from 2014 and
2013; a Hi-Pot tester for 2014 and 2013: a ground tester for 2015, 2014, and 2013: and the
automated Final Test Fixture from 2015 and 2014. Please refer to the Objectionable Conditions
and Management's Response section of this report, Observation 3 for a failure to adequately
establish procedures to ensure equipment is routinely calibrated.

MANUFACTURING CODES
MECTA utilizes manufacturing codes for the spECTrum devices; which includes a unique five-digit
serial number: a reference number indicating the model number and whether the device is a domestic
unit; and the manufacturing date in the format YYYY-MM-DD. For example, during the
inspection, I observed the manufacturing of spECTrum devices with code: SN 12663 REF SOOODQ
2015-06-26. The "D" in the reference number indicates the device is a 100 Jot1le domestic device.

COMPLAINTS
Details of complaints, MDRs, and corrections and removals are documented under the heading
Corrective and Preventive Action Controls.

RECALL PROCEDURES
Please refer to the Corrective and Preventive Action Controls heading for the discussion on any
applicable MECTA recall activity.

OBJECTIONABLE CONDITIONS AND MANAGEMENT'S RESPONSE
Observations listed on form FDA 483
OBSERVATION 1

Procedures for design input have not been adequately established.
Specifically.
Your firm's spECTrum Optimized New Parameter Sets design project was reviewed and the following deficiency was
noted. Your firm's document New Parameter Sets- Project (b) (4) Software Maintenance Plan, dated 3/1111 and form F-SW#0011, Rev A, Software Verification Report for processing Software spECTrum (b) (4) version (b) (4) with test dates 4/19111
to 4/22111 which cover the spECTrum Optimized New Parameter Sets design project contain conflicting requirements.
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The Software Maintenance Plan, dated 311/11 specifies that processing Software spECTrum (b) (4) version (b) (4)
will compute the maxirnum possible delivery power (Watts) and requested energy (Joules) for given parameter
(b) (4)
settings; cornpare them to the limiting values of
watts (Joules/second) and 101 Joules (domestic units) or 202
Joules (international units}; and cause a DOSAGE EXCEEDED message to display on screen if the power or
energy limit is exceeded.
The Software Verification Report with test dates 4/19/11 to 4/22111. documenting the testing conducted for
(b) (4)
processing Software spECTrum
version (b) (4) used (b) (4)Watt.(Joules/second) power limit.

Annotation: Promised to correct within 15 days.
Reference: 21 CFR 820.30(c)
Supporting Evidence and Relevance:
(b) (4)

Exhibit 9 is New Parameter Sets - Projec
Software Maintenance Plan, dated 3/1/11.
Exhibit lOa is form F-SW-#0011, Rev A, Software Verification Report for processing Software
(b) (4)
spECTrum
version (b) (4)with test dates 4119/11 to 4/22/11.
Exhibit lOb is processing Software spECTrum
4/22/11.

(b) (4)

version (b) (4)data sheets for test dates 4/19/11 to

During my coverage of the firm's design controls activities, I reviewed the firm's spECTrum
(b) (4)
Optimized New Parameter Sets project to
(b) (4)
During my review I observed the Software Maintenance Plan
and the Software Verification Report data sheets documented conflicting requirements. During the
inspection and the close-out meeting, I explained to Mr. Nicol, Mrs. Nicol, (b)(6),(b)(7)(C),(b)(4) , and Mr.
(b)(6),(b)(7)(C),(b)(4)
the requirement to have clearly defined and unambigt1ous specifications that can be
objectively verified. (b)(6),(b)(7)(C),(b)(4) and (b)(6),(b)(7)(C),(b)(4) explained the specification for power is not a
requirement from any Standard and does not have any safety impact. They explained the use of (b) (4)
Watt (Joules/second) power limit is appropriate because a 1 Joule/second power difference is almost
indiscernible. I explained to them, while there might not be a safety concern, if the firm defines a
design input the requirement must be unambiguous and must be met. They stated they understood. I
also stressed the importance of conducting thorough design reviews to identify incomplete or
ambiguous design inputs.
Discussion with Management:
At the close-out meeting I referred management to the applicable section of the Code of Federal
Regulations (CFRs); and asked management if they had any questions about the observation or the
deficiency. Management stated no. I asked the firm about the corrective actions it anticipates
implementing to address the observation. (b)(6),(b)(7)(C),(b)(4) explained the firm will initiate CAPA 484, dated
(b) (4)
6/30/15, that will include a justification for the appropriateness of using the
watt power limit. I
explained to management the written response provides an opportunity for MECTA to update FDA
on made corrections and to advise FDA action plans and implementation time frames for achieving
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compliance with the device regulations. Mrs. Nicol explained the firm will submit documentation of
its implemented corrective actions with its response.
OBSERVATION 2

Design verification does not confirm that design outpl,lt meets design input requirements.
Specifically.
(b) (4)

Your firm's document New Parameter Sets- Project
Software Maintenance Plan, dated 311/11 and form F-SW#0011, Rev A, Software Verification Report for processing Software spECTrum (b) (4)version (b) (4) with test dates 4/19111
to 4/22111 which cover the spECTrum Optimized New Parameter Sets design project were reviewed and the
folk>wing design verification deficiencies were observed. The Software Maintenance Plan, dated 311/11 specifies that
processing Software spECTrum(b) (4)version(b) (4)will compute the maximum possible delivery power (Watts) and
(b) (4)
watts (Joules/second)
requested energy (Joules) for given parameter settings; compare them to the limiting values of
and 101 Joules (domestic units) or 202 Joules (international units); and cause a DOSAGE EXCEEDED message to
di_splay on screen if the power or energy limit is exceeded. The Software Verification Report for processing Software
spECTrum(b) (4) version (b) (4)With test dates 4/19/11 to 4/22/11 contains the following test results which did not generate
a DOSAGE EXCEEDED message.
(b) (4)

•

For power limit
Joules/second) exceeded on page 1 of test result data sheets: (b) (4) Joules/second
(J/s); (b) (4) J/s; (b) (4) J/s; (b) (4) J/s; (b) (4) J/s; (b) (4) J/s; (b) (4) J/s; (b) (4) J/s; (b) (4)
J/s: (b) (4) J/s: (b) (4) J/s: (b) (4) J/s; (b) (4) J/s; (b) (4) 6 J/s; (b) (4) J/s;
page 2 of test result data sheets: (b) (4) J/s. (b) (4) J/s. (b) (4) J/s. (b) (4) J/s, (b) (4) J/s

•

For energy limit (lOt Joules or 202 Joules) exceeded on page 2 of test result data sheets: 202.72032 Joules
(J);

page 3 of test result data sheets: 202.29264 J: 202.0788 J: 202.93416 J; 202.47084 J: 202.47084 J;
202.23918 J: 202.0788 J:
page 4 of test result data sheets: 202.0788 J: 202.0788 J; 202.8807 J: 202.8807 J: 202.0788 J;
202.07881; 202.21245 J: 202.4352 J:
page 5 of test result data sheets: 202.72032 J;
(b) (4)

The Software Verification Report for processing Software spECTrum
version (b) (4)with test dates 4/19/11 to
4/22/11 states that test results: Pass; and that there are no unresolved issues. The processing Software spECTrum (b) (4)
version (b) (4)was approved and released for production on 6/7Ill.

Annotation: Promised to correct within 15 days.
Reference: 21 CFR 820.30(f)
Supporting Evidence and Relevance:
Exhibit 9 is New Parameter Sets - Project

(b) (4)

Software Maintenance Plan, dated 3/1111.

Exhibit 1Oa is form F-SW-#0011, Rev A, Software Verification Report for processing Software
spECTrum (b) (4)version(b) (4)with test dates 4119/11 to 4/22/11.
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(b) (4)

version(b) (4)data sheets for test dates 4/19/11 to
(b) (4)

Exhibit 11 is Production Software Version History for processing Software spECTrum
approval of version (b) (4)on 617/11.

showing

During my coverage of the firm's design controls activities; I reviewed the firm's spECTrum
Optimized New Parameter Sets project. During my review I observed the Software Maintenance
Plan ~nd the Software Verification Report data sheets documented conflicting requirements; and
results on the data sheets did not confirm the requirements for power and energy limits were met.
During the inspection and the close-out meeting, I explained to Mr. Nicol, Mrs. Nicol, (b)(6),(b)(7)(C),(b)(4) and
(b)(6),(b)(7)(C),(b)(4) the requirement f01: design verification to provide objective evidence design outputs
meet design inputs. As discussed in Observation 1, above, (b)(6),(b)(7)(C),(b)(4) and (b)(6),(b)(7)(C),(b)(4) explained
the specification for power is not a requirement from any Standard and does not have any safety
impact. They added the use of (b) (4)Watt (Joules/second) power limit (versu (b) (4)Watt) is appropriate
because a 1 Joule/second power difference is almost indiscernible. I explained to them, while there
(b) (4)
might not be a safety concern, the firm self-imposed the
Watt power specification which must be
in
power
limit would be lessened if the data
met. I also explained the issue
with
the
discrepancy
(b) (4)
showed the more stringent
Watt requirement was met; which is not the case.
I asked (b)(6),(b)(7)(C),(b)(4) about the discrepant data for the 202-Joule energy limit for international
spECTrum models that were not met according to the data sheets. He explained the 202-Joule limit
is a nominal limit and the actual specification is really (b) (4) Watts. I reiterated to management at
the close-out meeting the requirement to have clear and unambiguous specifications that can be
objectively verified. (b)(6),(b)(7)(C),(b)(4) added there is not a safety concern because energy differences in the
tenths of Joule are practically indiscernible. I explained to management since MECTA defined the
requirements in the Software Maintenance Plan it must ensure the requirements are unambiguous
through their normal design controls processes including design reviews.

Discussion with Management:
At the dose-out meeting I referred management to the applicable section of the CFRs; and asked
management if they had any questions about the observation or the deficiency. Management stated
no. I asked the firm about the corrective actions it anticipates implementing to address the
observation. (b)(6),(b)(7)(C),(b)(4) explained the firm will initiate CAPA 485, dated 6/30/15, that will include a
justification for why the results on spECTrum (b) (4)version (b) (4) provide evidence of the verification
of the design inputs. (b)(6),(b)(7)(C),(b)(4) also explained the firm will revise the spECTrum Optimized New
Parameter Sets design project documentation to remove any conflict and ambiguities. Mrs. Nicol
explained the firm will submit documentation of its implemented corrective actions with its
response.
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OBSERVATION 3

Procedures to ensure equipment is routinely calibrated have not been adequately established.
Specifically.
Your firm's automated Final Test Fixture is used in production to perform a final checkout verification of the proper
operation and calibration of your spECTrum Electro-ConVulsive Therapy (ECT) devices. The most recent in~house
verification of the automated Final Test Fixture. performed 1/30115. yielded out-of-tolerance results which were not
detected.
the Final Test - (b) (4) Fixture Verification procedure includes the following requirements for accuracy:
(b) (4)
o
Low Frequency Knee (analog and digital) =+I- % of measured value
•
High Frequency Knee (analog and digital) = +I
% of measured value
The Final Test Fixture Verification report, dated 1/30/15, indicates fixture out-of-tolerance results for the unit under test;
including for the analog and the digital low frequency knees on channels EEG1, EEG2, EEG3, EEG4. ECG1, and OMS
(Optical Motion Serisor); and for the analog high frequency knee on channel ECGI. The Final Test Fixture Verification
report. dated 1/30115. indicates "Pass'' on all channels for: Low Frequency Knee (analog and digital); arid High
Frequency Knee (analog and digital) in the "Analysis of the results" section.

Annotation: Promised to correct within 15 days.
Reference: 21 CFR 820.72(a)
Supporting Evidence and Relevance:
Exhibit 12 is Final Test- (b) (4) Fixture Verification procedure with Final Test Fixture
Verification report, dated 1/30/15.
During my review of the firm's Test Equipment maintenance and calibration program 1reviewed the
2015 and 2014 calibration records for the automated Final Test Fixture used in production to
perform a final checkout verification of the proper operation and calibration of the spECTrum
devices. I observed the most recent in-house verification of the automated Final Test Fixture,
performed 1/30/15, yielded out-of-tolerance results which were not detected. The following table
highlights out-of-tolerance results from the data contained in the Final Test Fixture Verification
report, dated 1/30/15.
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Figure I. Out-of-tolerance results (in bold) from Final Test Fixture Verification Report, dated 1/30/15.

During the inspection and the close-out meeting I discussed the issue with the firm. (b)(6),(b)(7)(C),(b)(4)
(b) (4)
explained the issue is mitigated because the spECTrum devices undergo
checkout to
verify their proper operation. I explained to (b)(6),(b)(7)(C),(b)(4) , (b)(6),(b)(7)(C),(b)(4) , and Mrs. Nicol, the
automated Test Fixture is used as a final checkout of the spECTrum devices which is required for
the shipment release of the devices: and must be capable of yielding valid results. I explained the
results of the 1/30/15 do not provide evidence the automated Test Fixture can provide valid results.
(b)(6),(b)(7)(C),(b)(4)
and (b)(6),(b)(7)(C),(b)(4) explained it appears there were some transcription errors in
transferring the results from the computer screen to the form. I explained, since the firm does not
keep· a print-out of the automated results, I do not have access to the source data and cannot
determine if transcription errors were made. They agreed. They also added the firm's tolerances
used in the calibration procedure are tighter than those required by the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) standard. I explained MECTA is required to meet self-imposed
specifications. They stated they understood.
Discussion with Management:
At the close-out meeting I referred management to the applicable section of the CFRs; and asked
management if they had any questions about the observation or the deficiency. Management stated
no. I asked the firm about the corrective actions it anticipates implementing to address the
observation. (b)(6),(b)(7)(C),(b)(4) stated the firm will re-perform the calibration of the automated Test Fixture
on 6/30115 and conduct an evaluation of the effect of the calibration failure on distributed devices.
He added, in the long term, the test procedure and associated data fields will be reformatted to make
it easier for the tester to detect out-of-tolerances. Mrs. Nicol explained the firm will submit
documentation of its implemented corrective actions with its response.
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There were no refusals during this inspection.
GENERAL DISCUSSION WITH MANAGEMENT
At the close of the inspection on 6/30/15 I issued a Form FDA 483, Inspectional Observations, to
Mr. Gorham D. Nicol, CEO. Mrs. Nicol, President, (b)(6),(b)(7)(C),(b)(4) , Quality Manager, and (b)(6),(b)(7)(C),(b)(4)
Engineering Manager, also attended the close-out meeting.
I explained to management the top two (2) statements on Form FDA 483. I further explained the
conditions I observed during this inspection may, after further review by the Agency, be considered
violations of the Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act; and legal sanctions, including seizure,
injunction, and prosecution are available to the FDA if a firm does not comply with the medical
device regulations. I informed management other actions, including letters, Warning Letters,
regulatory meetings, civil money penalties, and future FDA inspections, are also available to the
FDA. I also informed management of the option to submit a written response to the U.S. FDA's
Seattle District within 15 working days of the close of the inspection. I also explained the voluntary
options the firm has to annotate the Form FDA 483. Mr. Nicol stated the firm will submit a written
respOnse to Seattle District.
I also discussed the following issues with Management during the inspection and at the close-out
meeting.
(1) Performing CAPA effectiveness checks whenever possible

During my review of the firm's CAPA documentation, I observed CAPAs whose corrective actions
resulted only in changes to procedures did not require effectiveness checks. Please see, for example,
CAPA 472, dated10/15/14 (Exhib~t 13a); and CAPA 482, dated 11/17/14 (Exhibit 13b). During
the inspection I explained to (b)(6),(b)(7)(C),(b)(4) : and to management at the close-out meeting it is always
useful to conduct effectiveness checks whenever possible. I explained it would be important, for
example, to verify whether the new procedures were being followed over a defined period after
implementation; and whether there was any recurrence of the original issue in order to provide
objective evidence the corrective actions were effective. (b)(6),(b)(7)(C),(b)(4) stated he understood.
(2) Retention requirements for Quality records
During my review of the Quality System Manual and the Document Control SOP I observed the
following document retention requirements Records are retained for one of two time periods:
1.
2.

(b) (4)
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I asked Mrs. Nicol to describe how she would determine the record retention requirement for a line
of product MECT A chose to retire. She explained once the firm made the decision to retire a
(b) (4)
product the retention requirement would be
I explained to
Mrs. Nicol. (b)(6),(b)(7)(C),(b)(4) and Ms. Kettering. there can be a conflict between the two requirements if the
(b) (4)
is greater than (b) (4) since there is no qualifier that the longer retention
requirement must be followed I also referred them to the applicable section of the regulations, 21
CFR §820.180. (b)(6),(b)(7)(C),(b)(4) stated the retention requirement can be clarified.

(3) ISO 13485: 2003 Voluntary Audit Report Submission Pilot Program
During the inspection, Mrs. Nicol inquired about the FDA using or recognizing third party audits in
conjunction with FDA inspections. I explained to Mrs. Nicol the FDA started a pilot program that
allowed qualifying firms to submit audit reports from qualifying bodies. I provided her with a copy
of the Guidance Document, Medical Device ISO 13485: 2003 Voluntary Audit Report Submission
Pilot Program.

SAMPLES COLLECTED
No samples were collected during the inspection.

EXHIBITS COLLECTED
1. MECTA's organizational chart
(b) (4)
7 pp
2. Example of documentation for a shipment spECTrum to
Pg 1: Purchase Order Number (b) (4)
Pg 2: Shipment list for June 2015 showing shipment of SN (b) (4) under P.O. (b) (4)
Pg 3-4: Invoice Number 043918 for SN (b) (4) referencing P.O. (b) (4)
Pg 5: Packing List SN (b) (4) referencing P.O. (b) (4)
Pg 6: (b) (4) shipment receipt for delivery of SN (b) (4) to (b) (4) and referencing P.O. (b) (4)
Pg 7: DHR coversheet for SN (b) (4)
3. FDA "substantially equivalent" determination letter for K965070
3 pp
4. spECTrum device labeling
a. Product brochure
b. Accessories list
c. Domestic spECTrum specifications
8 pp
d. Domestic spECTrum UDI label
5. Distributor Training Log
6. spECTrum device manufacturing flow documentation
a. Production Flow procedure
6pp
b. Test procedure
c. Production Flow Chart
4 pp
(b) (4)
d.
QA Form
5 pp
e. Safety Tests Form
4 pp
f. Manual Checkout Form
4 pp
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g. Finished Goods I Shipping Release Form
7. CAPA System Overview, D-MG-#0002, RevF
3 pp
8. Complaint Processing Procedure, P-QS-#0001, Rev I
8 pp
9. New Parameter Sets- Project (b) (4) Software Maintenance Plan, dated 3/1/11
3 pp
(b) (4)
(b)
(4)
10. Software spECTrum
version
verification documentation
a. F-SW-#0011, Rev A, Software Verification Report with test dates 4/19/11 to 4/22111
b. spECTrum (b) (4) version (b) (4)data sheets for test dates 4/19/11 to 4/22/11
5 pp
11. Production Software Version History for processing Software spECTrum (b) (4)
12. Final Test- (b) (4) Fixture Verification procedure with Verification report
dated 1/30/15
6 pp
13. Examples of MECT A CAPA forms without verification of effectiveness
a. CAPA 472, dated 10/15114
b. CAPA 482. dated 11/17/14

ATTACHMENTS
1. Form FDA 482, Notice of Inspection, issued to Mr. Gorham D. Nicol, Chief Executive Officer,
dated 6/23/15.
3 pp
2. Form FDA 483, Inspectional Observations, issued to Mt, Gorham D. Nicol, Chief Executive
Officer, dated 6/30/15.
4 pp

~av

----·-~..

Stanley B. Eugene, Investi
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Docket No. FDA-2009-N-0392
Medical Devices: Neurological Devices; Electroconvulsive Therapy
Device; Establishing a Public Docket

I write to formally object to any re-classification of electroconvulsive therapy
devices other than Class III, and to further urge that manufacturers be required to submit
Premarket Approval Applications before any further lawful use is permitted.

Summary:
I am an attorney, and have been involved in extensive litigation with MECTA
corporation regarding their devices. In such litigation, I learned that substantial memory
loss from the use of shock treatment remains ubiquitous. Often the memory loss is
massive and thoroughly debilitating. Sometimes it is less pronounced, but it is always
present. Some patients seek oblivion thereby, or otherwise represent they have been
benefitted. But the majority of patients rue the treatments they have been given. Most,
too damaged even to further cogently communicate, are silent.
Memory loss and brain damage were previously widely acknowledged as the
"therapeutic action" of shock treatment. Subsequently, manufacturers and advocates of
the therapy have retreated from that admission, claiming now that they do not know what
the supposed therapeutic action is, which remains to them a mystery.
MECTA has plainly lied to the FDA, to practitioners and to the public regarding
the lack of safety and lack of efficacy of the treatment provided through their devices.
MECTA's principals have admitted, under oath, that it has conducted no research in the

practice for the more than 30 years it has profited from making and selling ECT devices.
MECTA's principals have admitted that they ignore all complaints made to their
company which are derogatory because, since they "feel" the practice is safe and
effective, any assertions to the contrary are perforce, not credible.
By this deceptive and irresponsible reasoning, and by placing both responsibility
and blame for the alleged "approval" and "design" ofECT devices upon the FDA,
MECTA has declined to fulfill its obligations under federal law to provide instances of
adverse affects arising out of its devices. And, although MECTA has been repeatedly
sued for causing harm to patients, it has failed to report the allegations of such adverse
events to the FDA. Because of this misconduct, MECTA's devices should be withdrawn
from the market and MECT A prosecuted.
ECT remains at best, an experimental or theoretical "therapy." It is the FDA's
solemn responsibility and duty to demand painstakingly thorough PMA information and
require manufacturers to prove the safety and efficacy of any ECT devices before more
patients are subj ected to this damaging treatment.
Pertinent History of Shock Treatment/ECT

Shock treatment was developed in the early part of this century in European
slaughterhouses, for the purpose of incapacitating animals so that their throats could be
slit and the animals more easily bled while alive. Observing such treatment, Italian
psychiatrist Dr. Ugo Cerletti, experimented with the practice on dogs, and many, in the
process, died. Cerletti continued until he found an appropriate voltage and duration of
shock which did not kill many of the animals. Cerletti tried the practice on patients, for
reasons that defY explanation. Cerletti shocked the man and found that since he was not
killed by the treatment, and was substantially quieter than he had been before, the
treatment was "effective" in relieving mental illness.
German psychiatrists during World War II utilized the new-found procedure in
experiments and executions in concentration camps. I Shock treatment was also
frequently utilized against German soldiers displaying cowardice, essentially so that the
fear and penalty of the shock would overwhelm the fear ofbattie. 2 A similar use was
employed by the American Army to assist with the "management of insane soldiers, who
would become quite meek and manageable after a session with the 'thing. ",]
Early proponents of shock therapy acknowledged what current purveyors of this
practice deny: that a change in the patient is brought about by damage to the brain and
loss ofmemory.4 Such concession was prevalent in the 1940's, as published by
psychiatrist Walter Freeman, M.D., in discussing "brain damage and the 'therapeutic'
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benefit resulting from ... shock therapy." Freeman admitted the intention of these
practices was to cause brain damage:
The apparent paradox develops, however, that the greater the
damage, the more likely the remission of psychotic symptoms

... It has been said that if we don't think correctly, it is
because we haven't 'brains enough.' Maybe it will be shown
that a mentally ill patient can think more clearly and more
constructively with less brain in actual operation." 5
Medical reports and journals during the 1940's frequently repeated the known
physical damages caused by shock treatment, including "profound changes in general
circulation," "coronary complications," heart attacks, deaths, coma, lung abscesses," and
"Reversible or irreversible central nervous system changes [which] must accompany the
amnesia characteristic of the usual shock-induced organic syndrome." 6
While it became politically incorrect in the 1960's and 1970's to refer to shock
treatment in terms of brain damage, such a result was acknowledged through the 1940's
and 1950's as the source of the "effectiveness" of the treatment. 7 As noted in one study
on "experimental neurosis,': caused by giving shock treatment to animals, "All in all,
these experiments support the growing conviction among psychiatrists that electroshock
and other drastic procedures, though possibly useful in certain relatively recent and acute
psychoses, produce cerebral damage which charges the indiscriminate use of such
'therapies' with potential tragedy." 8
Such "tragedies" were not only not a concern, they were the admitted intended
result of this practice, as reported by two leading doctors in 1948 who published results
of the "treatment" of a number of patients to reduce them to a state where they acted like
small children because, perhaps unremarkably, they had shown no improvement from
other psychiatric procedures:
We started by inducing two to four grand mal convulsions
daily until the desired degree of regression was reached.
After about 10 days to two weeks without treatment,
regressed patients returned to their previous levels, but
usually without their symptoms. A number of these patients
were well enough to go home and carry on as they had before
the psychosis developed. We considered a patient had
regressed sufficiently when he wet and soiled, or acted and
talked like a child of four ... Sometimes the confusion passes
rapidly and patients act as if they had awakened from
-3-

dreaming; their minds seem like clean slates upon which we
can write. They are usually cooperative and very suggestible,
and thus amenable to psychotherapy ...This technique is a
valuable asset to psychiatric therapy, where less drastic
measures have failed. 9
One psychiatrist who substantially profits through sales by Somatics, Inc., Max
Fink, also admitted in the 1950's that it was brain damage which caused what he and
other psychiatrists viewed as the "therapeutic" aspect of electro shock therapy. However,
this effect was hardly "therapeutic." Another psychiatrist who publicly argued for the
effectiveness of electroshock treatment, claimed, "Improvement in effective disorders,
follows the induction of transient mental confusion which appears after treatment ... This
confusion coincides with recent memory impairment. This transient, induced, organic,
psychotic reaction makes the patient forget his worries, breaks up introspection and
obsessive thinking and reverses the effect, frequently changing depression into mental
elation." 10
Another psychiatrist who utilized shock treatment in 1966 conceded, "In
summary, even one or two ECT treatments risk limbic damage in the brain leading to
retarded speech, coordination, handwriting, concentration, attention span, memory,
response, flexibility, retention and re-education. On the psychological side, fear of ECT
and resistance to re-educative or psychological therapy. The research thus indicated that
ECT was a slower-acting lobotomy with the added complications of shock-induced
terror." 11 Another psychiatric practitioner stated, "I'd much rather have a small
lobotomy than a series of electroconvulsive shocks ... I just know what the brain looks
like after a series of shocks -- and its not very pleasant to look at." 12
Several other books, articles, and exposes in the 1960's revealed that shock
treatment was frequently used in psychiatric institutions for the purpose of controlling
and punishing patients. As noted in a published "Electroconvulsive Therapy, National
Institutes of Health, Consensus Development Conference Statement, June 10-12, 1985:
"In the United States in the 1940's and 1950's, the treatment
was often administered to the most severely disabled patients
residing in large mental institutions. As often occurs with
new therapies, ECT was used for a variety of disorders,
frequently in high doses and for long periods. Many of these
efforts proved ineffective, and some even harmful.
Moreover, its use as a means of managing unruly patients, for
whom other treatments were not then available, contributed
to the perception ofECT as an abusive instrument of
-4-

behavioral control ... "

13

Physical damage to most patients was more obviousthan it is today, as during this
period, a vast number of victims ofthe treatment suffered compression fractures of the
spine and other broken bones. One government study placed the figure of spinal
fractures at approximately 20% of those receiving shock treatment. 14 A 1985 NIH
Consensus report on ECT stated that some 40% of persons receiving ECT suffered what
has been euphemistically referred to as "complications" from the treatment, which it
noted, "the most common being vertebral compression fractures." 15
Shock treatment thus came to have a well deserved reputation for death, mayhem,
and destruction of memory and thought. It became synonymous with punishment and
control of unruly patients in mental hospitals in the United States as graphically
portrayed in the books One Flew Over The Cuckoo's Nest and The Bell Jar. Shock
treatment developed such a frightening notoriety, that practitioners endeavored to simply
change the name of the treatment to avoid association with the past. Thus, the treatment
became known as Electroconvulsive Therapy, or "ECT" pretending that it was brain and
body convulsions that caused the purported therapeutic effect and not electricity.
In the 1970's, even after the use of extremely strong drugs or "muscle relaxants"
such as succinylcholine to inhibit the use of all voluntary muscles to reduce bone
fractures and spinal compressions during convulsions, most doctors still recognized that
the treatment was causing brain damage and permanent deleterious effects on patients.
For example, in a 1972 survey of psychiatrists who gave shock treatment, a large
percentage conceded that "treatments leave irrecoverable gaps in memory and that a
large number of treatments cause intellectual deterioration, seizures, or personality
blunting akin to the effects oflobotomy. 16
The American Psychiatric Association conducted a survey of its own members
who were ECT practitioners in its 1978 Task Force Report: Electroconvulsive Therapy.
The APA's publication revealed that even among those practitioners - and obviously
proponents of the practice - 38% percent agreed that ECT should be used "only when all
else has failed." 17 Obviously the acknowledgment that a practice should be utilized only
as a last resort or "only when all else has failed" manifests a recognition that it is too
dangerous to be used except in desperation.
The APA's 1978 Task Force Report similarly reported that 16% ofECT
practitioners conceded in the same survey that ECT should be discontinued or at least
curtailed. 18 Such a high proportion of practitioners making a comparable suggestion
about any other treatment would warrant summary termination of the treatment until it
was proven to be safe.
-5-

Finally, the APA's 1978 Task Force Report also reported that 41 % of its member
practitioners acknowledged that ECT caused at least "slight or subtle brain damage," and
only 26% of those practitioners disagreed with the conclusion. 19 Coming from this
source - before the time of vast public relations assaults by manufacturers and other
vested interests -- the acknowledgment of brain damage from ECT should be deemed
conceded.
Indeed, an NIH Consensus Statement on ECT seven years later in 1985 noted:
During the few minutes following stimulus, profound and
potentially dangerous systemic changes occur.

*

*

*

Depressive disorders are characterized by cognitive deficits
that may be difficult to differentiate from those due to ECT.
It is, however, well established that ECT produces memory
deficits. Deficits in memory function, which have been
demonstrated objectively and repeatedly, persist after the
termination of a normal course ofECT. Severity of the
deficit is related to the number treatments, type of electrode
placement, and nature of the electric stimulus .... research
conducted as long as three years after treatment has found
that many patients report that their memory was not as good
as it was prior to the treatment. 20
Current practitioners and manufacturers point to the "advances" in the treatment
procedure which, they say, eliminate much of the physically manifested damages of
ECT. The machines however, are essentially identical to those utilized in the 1940's and
1950's in terms of the amount of electricity passing through the patients brain. Indeed,
unless the devices are substantially similar to the earlier devices grandfathered into
legality in 1976, they are by definition illegal. In fact, while now computerized, the
machines are essentially no different. The only practical difference is the use of
paralyzing drugs to prevent fractures, which have no role whatsoever in reduction of the
force of damaging electricity thrust through the patient's brain - the cause of memory
loss, the cause of terror, and the cause of injury.

MECTA's Refusal to Consider the Dangers of its Devices, and Further
Withholding of Information from the FDA, the Public and Practitioners
I represented a man in a lawsuit who had received a series ofECT treatments, Mr.
Atze Akkerman. Defendant in the case was META Corporation, as the damage was
-6-

caused by a MECTA device. During the Akkerman lawsuit, the deposition was taken of
Robin Nicol, the President and CEO ofMECTA Corporation. (Excerpts of the deposition
are attached as Exhibit A.) Among the damaging admissions made by Ms. Nichol,
evidencing criminal misfeasance, violation of law and irresponsibility for those injured,
are as follows:
Ms. Nichol and her husband purchased MECTA in 1980. She was sales manager
until 1980 and President from 1987 to the present. (Deposition, p. 10-11.) Although
informed in the litigation that articles had been written indicating that the purpose of ECT
was to cause brain damage, she refused to "accept that premise," finding it "impossible to
believe." (Id., p. 40-41)
Yet Ms. Nicol admitted that she was aware of the articles written in the 1940's and
1950's indicating that the purpose of shock treatment was also to cause memory loss, i.e.,
that the therapeutic effect, of shock treatment was memory loss. But MECTA refused to
consider or investigate the issue, (Id., page 41-42), because, as she said, "MECTA does
not do research." (Id., page 42.) MECTA has never has done any research, studies or
investigation regarding the safety and efficacy ofECT. (Id., p. 84-85.)
Rather, MECT A made a decision to "disregard what it characterized as the
"minority view ofECT, the minority view being that it causes brain damage and causes
memory loss." (Id., p. 44-45) MECTA recognizes that one of the "complications" ofECT
is broken teeth, (id., p. 97-99), and that memory loss can also be a "complication." (/d.)
MECTA is aware of groups opposing ECT and which feel that their members have
been gravely harmed by shock treatment, but has never communicated with them,
because, as Ms. Nichols testified, "we're very focused on what we do in terms of the
research and the literature that supports our products, that it is a safe and effective
treatment," so "there's nothing to be gained." (Id., p. 104.) Thus, MECTA's President
testified that ifshe "had information that [its] devices weren't safe, it would not be
considered unless the information came from double-blind studies." (Id., p. 105-06.)
Asked if she would be curious to find out why ECT victim groups sought to
establish legislation against MECTA machines, Miss Nichols said she would not. She
claimed she would be "compassionate," but not curious to know why victims were
complaining about injuries from her devices. (Id., p. 110.) She explained, "We are not
responsible for individual patients .... That is not our responsibility from the FDA
perspective or from our perspective as medical-device manufacturers." (Id., p. 109-111.)
MECTA's president also admitted the company has made no "effort to solicit
information from persons who have received ECT to see whether or not they have been
-7-

harmed," because that would not be part of her company's responsibilities. (ld., p. 113.)
MECTA cannot even offer an opinion, much less evidence, of how ECT allegedly
works, except that their machines are designed to cause a grand mal seizure, and beyond
that, the mechanism is entirely theoretical. (ld., p. 147-49.) Yet, Ms. Nichol also admitted
that more electricity is used by MECTA machines than is necessary to cause the grand
mal seizure, because, she said, "The patients were not getting better." (Jd., p. 183-84.)
She was asked, "Do you know what the point is of sending electricity through a brain if
it's not just to cause a convulsion?" Her simple answer was, "No." (Jd., p. 184.)
It is MECTA's President's opinion that if patients claim to have brain damage or

to have lost large chapters of the memories of their lives, they must be lying. Of course,
she has never asked them why they feel that way. (/d., p. 121-122.) ) Indeed, Ms. Nichol
admitted that over a period of25 years, she has spoken to only 5 or 6 persons who have
received ECT, but she didn't even ask them if they had received memory loss. (ld., p. 9091)
In one incredible admission, Ms. Nichol exemplified the level of irresponsibility
the company has respecting the harms caused to patients who receive the treatment:

Q. As one of the two manufacturers of these devices
in the United States, were you curious to communicate with
any of the people of these which you concluded to be a fringe
group to see why they held this bad opinion of your business?
A. I think I said this morning -- and I will say it again
-- my focus was very specific in terms of running a company
and being very concerned about developing products that
were safe and effective. So I wasn't -- and I had also a huge
burden to work with the research and the developers that are
mainstream. So I didn't take the time to understand because it
wasn't in my purview. It wasn't within the job description
that I would have within my company as a president.. .. It just
wouldn't be part of our focus.
Q. To talk to the detractors ofECT?
A. Correct.

(Jd., p. 191.)
Ms. Nichol also confessed that although she and the company were well aware of
their responsibility to provide reports to the FDA of all adverse events, the company had
only done so once in the 25 years she has run the company. (ld., p. 207-208.) In truth,
-8-

MECTA has merely hidden and obscured reports of extremely serious adverse events
from the FDA, preventing the FDA from exercising any oversight concerning shock
treatment, revealed in the following briefly described lawsuits.
MECTA's president also admitted that, with respect to efficacy, ECT machines
and the practice of electroconvulsive therapy can cure nothing, absolutely nothing. (Id.,
p.211.)

Litigation Against MECTA Not Reported to the FDA

In 2001, Atze Akkerman filed suit against MECTA Corporation, arising out of
serious and permanent damages he alleged were caused by the receipt ofECT by
MECTA device. (Complaint, Exhibit B).
It was represented to Mr. Akkerman and his wife, Elizabeth Akkerman, that he
would benefit from a course of ECT to treat his depression. The psychiatrist who made
these representations, asserted that shock treatment was not harmful, and although it
might cause some limited memory loss, it only eliminated unhappy or depressing
memories, and that Mr. Akkerman's full memory would be restored in a short time but
that he would no longer feel depressed. In January of2000, Mr. Akkerman received a
series of 8 treatments from a MECTA shock machine.

Following the treatment, Mr. Akkerman had lost his memory for most of the
events of his life. He no longer recognized or knew his wife. He no longer recognized or
knew his two teenage children. He no longer knew or recognized his parents. His
brother, who was a close companion and best friend in his childhood years, was a
stranger. Mr. Akkerman not recovered these memories.
Mr. Akkerman's abilities lost included playing and writing music (he played
professionally for years) and toured with the u.s. Navy Band. Prior to the shock
treatment, Mr. Akkerman was employed in a supervisory position with a non-profit
foundation. After the shock treatment, he was unable to remember what he did in his job,
did not know how to perform the duties of his job, and no longer knew the people he
formerly worked with.
In the suit, numerous witnesses testified to Mr. Akkerman's injuries, including
expert neurologists, psychiatrists and psychologists who swore that his injuries were
caused by MECTA's device. MECTA declined to provide the allegations of the suit to
the FDA as a report of adverse events. But the Akkerman lawsuit is not the only lawsuit
-9-

making serious allegations of harm arising out ofMECTA's ECT devices, and which it
failed to report to the FDA.
In 1996, plaintiff Terri Adamchick sued MECTA and health care providers,
alleging that the ECT treatments caused memory loss, seizures, pain and anguish, among
other monetary damages. (Ex. C)
Also in 1996, plaintiffImogene Rohovit sued MECTA and health care providers,
alleging that the ECT treatments caused substantial impairment of memory and inability
to concentrate caused by brain damage from the ECT. (Exhibit D.) The complaint
alleged permanent brain damage.
In 1998, the heirs ofJesus Torres sued MECTA and health care providers. The
suit alleged that the ECT caused him to have a ruptured bowel, caused substantial weight
loss, spontaneous seizures, and ultimately, killed him. (Exhibit E.)
MECTA's president also acknowledge a further lawsuit filed against the company
by a Mr. or Ms. Tuch. And, a further lawsuit was filed against MECTA by Ms. Linda
Andre, also alleging substantial memory loss, and other damages.
According to Ms. Nichol, these five separate lawsuits were which filed prior to the
Akkerman action, alleged that MECTA's devices caused brain damage to the patients.
(Ex. A, Nichols Deposition, p. 333-342.) Ms. Nichols testified that she was not even
curious why 6 different people had sued her company for causing them brain damage,
because claims of harm arising out ofECT conflict with her view of the "mainstream" of
the medical community, and therefore, ipso facto, the lawsuits are "frivolous." (!d., 34445.)
None of these lawsuits or the allegations of adverse events caused by ECT from
MECTA's devices were reported by it to the FDA.

MEeT A Blaming the FDA

Repeatedly throughout the deposition, Ms. Nichols asserted that it was
unnecessary to warn patients of the dangers ofECT because, the FDA prohibited them
from doing so! (ld., p. 274-278.)
Incredibly, MECTA also justified its use ofECT, asserting, falsely, that the
devices "have been determined safe and effective by the FDA for the last 25 years for
four generations of devices." (Jd., p. 288-89.) She also misrepresented in sworn
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testimony that the FDA "designed the devices to be safe and effective with a 100 joules
limit." (Id., p. 285-86.)

Patients' Views of the Damages Caused
For several years, a website named www.ect.org has conducted a survey ofECT
patients to determine their attitudes and damages caused to them by ECT. Many of the
patients identified themselves and some remained relatively anonymous. However, the
vast majority of these persons gave chilling, horrifying conclusions regarding the
damages they received from receipt ofECT. A sampling of these stories, these surveys
are appended hereto, and warrant consideration by the FDA respecting the issue of lack
of efficacy, and the extreme level of danger from this treatment. This sample is appended
as Exhibit F.)
The National Council of Disability, a federal agency created by President Clinton,
conducted its own survey ofECT patients, and came to the identical conclusion: ECT
Causes grave disabilities. As stated in the federal publication, "From Privileges to
Rights: People With Psychiatric Disabilities Speak for Themselves, January 20, 2000,
stated, in part:
Even proponents of electroconvulsive therapy (ECT or
shock treatment) admit that it is a high controversial
procedure. Many of those who have been subjected to it
consider it to have been extremely physically and emotionally
damaging, and many believe that it has had long-lasting
adverse effects, particularly on memory. The stories of those
who testified as to the harmfulness ofECT in their own lives
were heart-rending, especially since many witnesses were
given the procedure without full informed consent, including
information about the risks of long-term memory loss.
(Id., p. 39.)

Electro-convulsive therapy is a treatment which cannot be made safe, regardless of
the controls system implemented. As the President ofMECTA explained, it is not merely
the grand mal seizure which is sought in this treatment, as this alone does not create the
so-called "therapeutic effect" the practitioner seeks from ECT. Rather, the treatment
seeks the effect of dumbfounded, damaged person who makes little trouble and are
unable to think, reason and perform well in society. This requires even more electricity
than is necessary to cause the grand mal seizure.
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Thus, the treatment requires destruction of parts of the brain. The use of muscle
paralyzing agents obscures the seizure, but it does not eliminate the damages caused by
the treatment.
CONCLUSION

Given the historical damages known to be caused by ECT, given the ubiquitous
memory loss of recipients of the treatment; given the lack of efficacy of the treatment'
given the dishonesty of manufacturers in failing to inform the FDA of the adverse effects
of the treatment and even falsely justifying the treatment because it has been "approved"
by the FDA, the use ofECT should be suspended.
Only if and when a full PMA submission is made and approved should this
practice and these devices be permitted.
No such showing of reasonable safety and efficacy can be made by the
manufacturers, and accordingly the manufacturers will certainly argue that a PMA is
unnecessary. I urge the FDA to take seriously its own responsibilities to protect the
public and to reject the opinions of the manufacturers and ECT advocates who seek to
continue the use of this treatment without meeting the most basic requirements all other
device manufacturers must pass.
Thank you.
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